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Abstract

In the present context, there is one big issue regarding energy conservation. In fact, it is a
valid question-why do we need to conserve energy? It is not at all wrong if the answer would
be to save money. But certainly, it is not the only reason. Less electricity uses leads to less
burning of fossil fuels. Although it is possible to generate electricity from the renewable
and clean natural resources like water, wind, and sun, most of the electricity is generated by
burning fossil fuels like coals and oil which are non-renewable natural resources and cannot
be replenished once they get used up. They are not clean sources of energy either and are
responsible for emitting greenhouse gases as well as causing pollution. Energy conservation
also helps to prevent the threats to the ecosystem caused during procurement of coal and oil
spills. There is an effort to reduce fossil fuel consumption by the means of nuclear reac-
tion. Though it can generate a large amount of electricity, yet it is not the best solution as
it produces radioactive waste products. Thus, decreasing the demand for electricity is very
essential.

To increase energy efficiency, the home automation system can play a significant role. The
lighting system, as well as other electric appliances, could be made to automatically turn off
whenever they are not in use even if the user forgets to switch them off. Earlier such systems
have been implemented using various approaches in which specific sensor is used to measure
a specific parameter. Use of those sensors make the circuit more complex and it may always
not be reliable.

This led to the idea of using a camera as a sensor. Using video surveillance, the changes in
the captured area is measured as a result of which we can perform the desired automation.
It is much reliable than the use of other sensors. Computer vision has made it possible to
acquire, process, analyze and extract high-level understanding for digital images and videos.
Computers can capture and process the images with details far better than human beings.

In this study, YOLOv3 is implemented as an object detection system for human detection
and finding if the appliances are on or off. This system replaces the use of predominant sen-
sors by computer vision. With the advanced tracking by detection technique- Deep SORT,
the movement of human beings is constantly tracked in order to increase the reliability of the
system. Also, the modification of person re-identification model is presented to improve the
performance of Deep SORT tracking.

Keywords: Home Automation, Object detection, YOLOv3, Multiple Object Tracking,
Deep Sort, Person Re-identification
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Overview

In the present scenario, the focus of the technology is to automate every possible thing to
take its advantage for providing ease in life. Home automation, which is also referred to
as domotics, is one of the various kinds of automation which makes use of computer along
with information technology to control home appliances and features. Such systems can be
of varying degrees of intelligence and automation. By combining the home environment
with information technology, the appliances can be made to communicate in an integrated
manner with the system and as a result, convenience, safety, and energy efficiency can be
achieved within our houses.

Earlier, for so many years, the home automation has only been a science fiction. But with the
rapid advancement of technology, such things are practically possible. In the 1880s, there
was a widespread introduction of electricity into the houses. Then during the late 19th cen-
tury and early 20th century, various electric appliances were devised. This, in turn, led to
ideas similar to home automation. With the invention of micro-controller during 1970 and
1971, intelligent and remote control technologies were adopted by the appliances manufac-
turers worldwide to give the end users more control and ease of accessibility. During the
'90s, the idea of home automation became prominent.

Home automation is the modern technology which amends the houses to perform the differ-
ent sets of tasks automatically. It can be thought of not only as a cool convenience but as a
necessity. The services it provides make it indispensable to run a household. It helps to man-
age all of the home devices from one place as well as it provides flexibility for new devices
and appliances. It also can provide remote control of home functions and can incorporate
security and surveillance features.

It saves a lot of precious time and increases convenience. Depending upon how we use our
smart-home technology, we can make our space more energy efficient. By ensuring that we
are using the energy and resources that are necessary, we can save a lot of money. Also,
it offers the peace of mind as we don't have to stress over whether we have taken care of
everything before leaving home.

This study aims to replace the usage of state-of-art sensors for the control of electric appli-
ances by video surveillance to detect humans and the status of appliances. Additionally, it
presents the improvised tracking of the movement of humans in the scene.
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1.2 Statement of the Problem

For a home automator, it is usually a difficult problem to detect the human presence. One of
the state-of-art solutions is using a PIR sensor, popular for its low price but has bad accuracy.

There as so many advantages of PIR motion sensors which make it quite useful for home
automation. They are easy to install, can detect motion in both light and dark conditions, can
be used in harsh environments having irregular heat cycles as well. They are also small in
size, inexpensive, consume less power and don't wear out.

Nonetheless, there are few limitations to using PIR motion detectors that may hinder the
reliability of the system. The passive motion sensor is insensitive to very slow motion of the
object and tends to miss small movements. In daylight conditions, the sensor detects false
positives, despite the kind of it's sensitivity setting. The number of false positives can be
reduced, but it's not possible to completely repress them. Also, it can be triggered by not just
human beings but other animals'movements too. It does not operate at a temperature greater
than 35oC.

The orange knobs of the PIR sensor are the potentiometers which are the principal controls.
They result in a lot of inconvenience if they are not calibrated carefully. To analyze such
case, let's assume that in a room,the PIR sensor directly controls its lighting system. The
length of the “output-high" interval is controlled by one of the two potentiometers, which re-
quires accurate tuning. If the interval is excessively short, the output tends to be low though
someone is not moving for some time (false negative). But if the interval is high, the real-
time features of the system is killed. In this assumed condition, too short represents the lights
get switched off even though someone is in the room, and too long suggests that the light
is switched on the entire time span, resulting in electricity wastage. Another potentiometer
controls the sensitivity of the device, that is the entity that detects motion. The sensor would
not precisely pick up the motion far from it if the sensitivity is set too low (false negative). On
the contrary, if the sensitivity is very high, the sensor may trigger at times when it shouldn't,
leading to false positives. If we are in the first condition, we need to wave our hands to get
detected (which loses the purpose of home automation) and also in the second case, even
though the room is empty, the light gets switched on randomly, resulting in power wastage.

The PIR sensor is a reasonable way to detect human presence, but it has many flaws. The
sensor can identify motion rather than mere human presence. Additionally, the sensor needs
some time to figure out whether the room is empty or not. It can only show the movement
of an individual. If the sensor is used to control light, the bulb switches off with a notable
set back. Thus, it is not dexterous to use PIR sensors for appliances that demands absolute
distinctness. PIR sensor may be perfect for hallways which are dark, narrow and long and
where there is the movement of only the human being and no animals. However, room with
large area having access to pets and sunlight requires more attention.

Similarly, it is very challenging to automatically detect if the electric appliances are on or
off. It is highly risky to interfere with the electrical wiring. We could be infringing the safety
regulations. AC current sensor is available in the market for detecting current in the wire. It
is a split core type of sensor which can be clipped around the neutral or live wire. Yet it is
not a very safe and reliable option.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to replace the prevalent methods of sensing the pres-
ence of human beings and the status of electric appliances for home automation by using
only a camera as a sensor. By utilizing the concepts of computer vision and deep learning,
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the presence of humans, as well as the status of the electric appliances, is detected. Further-
more, the movement of each individual in the scene is tracked. The goal of tracking humans
is to keep track of every person in the video sequence. After all the possible detections
in a frame, an ID is assigned to each detection then carry forward a person's ID in all the
following frames. This makes the system more robust to changes in pose/viewpoint which
substantially improves its reliability and efficiency.

1.3 Research Objectives

• To detect the humans and identify the status of the electric appliances in the scene
using YOLOv3 object detection algorithm,

• To implement a tracking algorithm (Deep SORT) to track human beings,

• To ameliorate the performance of the implemented tracking algorithm.

1.4 Scope and Limitations

1.4.1 Scope

• This system can be applied for automatic lighting and appliances control as it can
detect whether the electric appliances are on or off and the human presence.

• It can also be expanded for other home automation features like intruder detection, fire
and smoke detection and many more.

• The tracking algorithm can be used for vehicle tracking and in sports for tracking the
position of a ball.

1.4.2 Limitations

• The limitations include the necessity of both CPU and GPU. CPU is slow in calcula-
tions and is not suitable for real-time processing. Similarly, GPU cannot drive itself.
It needs CPU to be controlled. Hence this system becomes a bit expensive in terms of
cost and power consumption.

• There are few mispredictions by YOLOv3. For e.g. the model fails to correctly predict
the television due to background reflection on the screen when it is off. There are few
cases in which the status of the fan is mispredicted as they are quite similar.

• There are a few identity switches during tracking as well. If people are wearing similar
dresses, it results in similar features, so ID switching is notable.

• The effectiveness of the algorithm is reduced if the bounding boxes are too big because
too much background information is captured in the features.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1 Review of Related Literature

In this literature review, the different approaches used earlier for home automation for energy
saving and better communication are presented.

A.V. Bhatkule, U.B. Shinde and S.R. Zanwar, 2016 proposed the use of different sensors
like PIR sensor, vibration sensor, and air quality sensor at different places. The system was
designed for intruder detection as well as to detect a gas leak or smoke inside the house. The
PIR sensor detects the motion within its range and as soon as it is triggered, the signal is
sent to the Raspberry Pi controller which initiates the webcam to take the picture which is
forwarded to the owner via Email and alert messages, also the alarm turns on. The advantage
of this system is the use of GSM technology for communication which has high availability
as well as coverage.

P. Archana and R. Priya, 2016 came up with the idea of bidirectional visitor counter for
home automation. This system uses a PIR motion sensor to track the inward and outward
movement of people. Tthe counter is incremented by one after a person enters the room and
the light or any other appliances gets switched on. Similarly, when somebody goes out of
the room, the counter is decremented by one. The light will not get switched off until all the
people go out of the room or the counter value is zero. Arduino controller has been used in
this system to control the sensors and the relay.

T. Anitha and T. Uppalaiah, 2016 presented the home automation system using is based on
android using Raspberry Pi. Using a Wi-Fi router having a good, extensible range and Rasp-
berry Pi, the system provides control of the home appliances with the help of an android
device. This improves the system as it omits the necessity of internet, wired connection,
etc. The commands from the user are transferred to the Raspberry Pi board configured to the
home system through the Wi-Fi network which enables the relay circuit as per request.

V. Patchava, H.B. Kandala, and P.R. Babu, 2015 proposed home automation using the In-
ternet of Things (IoT). In this system, Raspberry Pi is used along with video cameras and
sensors for surveillance and sensing. It makes simple computer vision interconnect with the
virtual world via augmented reality along with recognizing motion in the specified zone. A
program is written to get the status of the appliances and control them as well as to get the
live stream from the camera which is connected to the Raspberry Pi. The status is stored in
the website which can be viewed online anywhere through internet along with the live video
stream. The Raspberry Pi is responsible for controlling the home appliance and the website
database. A similar approach was used by K.H. Mukendi and M. Adonis, 2017 which used
Arduino microcontroller for remote control of appliances, adjust the camera position and
brightness control as well as intruder detection through the internet using web user interface
and the Android app.

D.T. Dissanayake, 2018 proposed an energy saving home automation system using camera
monitoring. Using SSD object detector (deep learning), the humans are detected in the video
frame. Depending upon the presence or absence of a human in the room, the light is auto-
matically switched on or off.
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The comparison of the above literature on home automation is as shown below.

Table 2.1: Literature summary

Reference Title Advantages Drawbacks

[1] Home Based Security

Control System using

Raspberry Pi and GSM

High availability, Cov-

erage, and Security

Cost for the SMS,

use of motion sen-

sors which is not al-

ways reliable

[2] PC Controlled Home

Automation and

Automatic Room

Light Controller with

Bidirectional Visitor

Counter

Human effort is elimi-

nated

Motion sensors are

used and if there

are multiple doors

for the same room

the system becomes

quite complex and

unreliable

[3] Android Based Home

Automation using

Raspberry Pi

Autonomous and quite

scalable

Depends on the

range of Wi-Fi

router, use of motion

sensors

[4] A Smart Home Au-

tomation Technique

with Raspberry Pi

using IoT

Effectively handle

unstructured and semi-

structured data, reduce

the computational

burden of smart devices

Risk of losing pri-

vacy increases, use

of PIR sensors

[5] The Development of

a Remotely Controlled

Home Automation Sys-

tem for Energy Saving

Effectively manage

semi-structured and

unstructured data, re-

duce the computational

burden of smart devices

Risk of losing pri-

vacy increases, use

of PIR sensors
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[6] An Energy Saving

Home Automation

System Using Camera

Monitoring

Omits the use of motion

sensors, reliable

Amendable in terms

of speed and accu-

racy

Detection Of Human

Presence And Status Of

Electric Appliances For

Home Automation And

Human Tracking Us-

ing Video Surveillance

(Proposed System)

The system is activated

only if the humans are

detected and not due to

any other moving ob-

jects or animals, avoids

the use of any other

sensor except camera,

quick and highly ac-

curate detection and

tracking of humans and

the status of electric

appliances

Requires high com-

putational power

All the above papers excluding the last paper use motion detectors as a sensor which is not
completely reliable. The research of D.T. Dissanayake presents the use of video surveillance
using Single Shot Detector (SSD) for human detection and count, but still, there is a room
for improvement in his approach. The proposed system implements and improves a tracking
algorithm to the object detection system which increases reliability of the system.
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2.2 Object Detection using Deep Learning

Object Detection is the process of detecting object instances in digital images or videos with
the help of computer vision technology. According to the book ‘Deep Learning for Computer
Vision with Python’, “Deep learning is a subfield of machine learning, which is, in turn, a
subfield of artificial intelligence (AI). The central goal of AI is to provide a set of algorithms
and techniques that can be used to solve problems that humans perform intuitively and near
automatically, but are otherwise very challenging for computers. A great example of such
a class of AI problems is interpreting and understanding the contents of an image -this task
is something that a human can do with little-to-no effort, but it has proven to be extremely
difficult for machines to accomplish. While AI expresses a large, diverse set of work related
to automatic machine reasoning (inference, planning, heuristics, etc.), deep learning tends to
be specifically interested in pattern recognition and learning from data.”[7]

Figure 2.1: A Venn diagram describing deep learning as a subset of machine learning which

is in turn a subset of artificial intelligence

The goal of machine learning is to make the computers learn from the experience or the
examples of the problems they are trying to solve. Deep learning is the machine learning
technique which consists of neural networks with many layers to make predictions. Thus it
learns the features and tasks directly from the data. Its use is growing in the field of artificial
intelligence because it can provide very high accuracy dealing with image recognition, object
detection, voice recognition and many more so its application is growing day by day for var-
ious purposes like self-driving cars, healthcare, voice search, and voice-activated assistants
and many more.
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Figure 2.2: Comparison between the traditional process of feature extraction and machine

learning and deep learning

As shown in the above figure, the conventional procedure involves taking an input set of im-
ages, applying hand-designed feature extraction algorithms, followed by training a machine

8



learning classifier on the features whereas deep learning approach presents stacking layers
on top of each other that automatically learn more complex, abstract, and discriminating fea-
tures. Most deep learning methods use neural network architecture. Thus deep learning is
often known as Deep Neural Network.

2.3 Convolutional Neural Network

Convolutional Neural Network (ConvNet, or CNN) is a popular class of deep, feed-forward
neural networks. Commonly, it is used in analyzing visual imagery. They're quite similar
to normal neural networks: they are made up of neurons that have learnable weights and
biases. Each neuron accepts inputs, dot product is performed and non-linearity is followed
optionally. Similar to the regular neural networks, a single differentiable score function is
expressed by the network from the raw image pixels on one end to class scores at another.
They also consists of a loss function like Softmax/ SVM on the last layer. Every directions
developed to learn the regular Neural Networks are used.

But CNN architectures make the clear supposition that all the inputs are only images. This
lets us encode some properties into the architecture. As a result, it makes more efficient to
implement the forward function and the number of parameters get greatly reduced in the
network. In CNNs, FC layers are not used until the very last layer(s). Thus a CNN can be
defined as a neural network which exchanges a specialized “convolutional" layer as a substi-
tute for “fully-connected" layer for minimum one of the network layers.

The CNN model

Let us consider we have an input image. For example, let's take a smiley image as shown in
the figure below. We convert it into a table of pixel values.

Figure 2.3: An input image with its corresponding pixel values

The ConvNet model consists of four steps. Each step is described as follows.

1. Convolution
Convolution step applies a variety of feature detectors on the input image. For each
feature detector that we use, we slide it all over the input image and when the feature
detector passes over the part of the face that contains the left side of the mouth that is

9



smiling, we get a high number in the feature map on the right (in this case the highest
number is 4).

Figure 2.4: Convolution step applied to the input image using a feature detector out of which

a feature map is obtained

Figure 2.5: Formation of convolution layer after the convolution step is performed with

many feature detectors

When we apply the input image to each feature detector, feature map containing some
numbers are obtained. The feature could detect a particular feature in the input image
where the highest numbers of the feature map are present. This is the convolution
operation. We do this with many feature detectors. As soon as we create these many
feature maps, that will form a convolutional layer.

2. Max Pooling
Pooling step is done to reduce the size of the feature map. A 2x2 sub-table is moved
across the feature map by the stride of 2 and the maximum value thus obtained is

10



selected. As a result, a new feature map is obtained with a reduced size. The size of
the feature map is divided by 2 when we apply Max Pooling.

Figure 2.6: Max Pooling

We apply max pooling on each of our feature maps and then we obtain the next layer
i.e. pooling layer. We do this in order to reduce the number of nodes we get in the next
steps (flattening step and full connection step).

Figure 2.7: Pooling layer

In these next steps, all the cells of our feature maps are flattened in one huge one-
dimensional vector so if we don't reduce the size of these feature maps, we'll get a
too large vector and too many nodes in the fully connected layer which will make our
model highly compute-intensive. Thus this step reduces the complexity and the time
execution without losing the performance because by taking the maximum value of the
2x2 sub-tables of the feature map, we are in some way keeping the information as we
are keeping track of the parts of the image that contain the high numbers correspond-
ing to where the feature detectors detected some specific features in the input image.
So, we don't lose the spatial structure information and therefore the performance of
the model but we manage to reduce the time complexity and we make it less compute-
intensive.
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3. Flattening
Flattening step consists of taking all our pooled feature map and put them into one
single vector. Thus obtained vector is still a huge vector because we still have many
pooled feature maps. This vector is going to be the input layer of the fully connected
layer that comes in the next step.

Figure 2.8: Flattening

Since the high numbers obtained in the pooling step represent the spatial structures of
the input image and are associated with the one specific feature of the spatial structure,
the information is retained even in this one huge vector. Similarly, if we flatten the
pixels of the entire image without applying the previous steps, then each node of the
huge vector will represent one pixel of the image independently of the pixels that are
around it. So we only get the information of the pixel itself, not the information about
how this pixel is spatially connected to the other pixels around it. Hence, basically, we
don't get any information about the spatial structure around this pixel.

However, if we apply the convolution step and max-pooling step to create all the re-
duced sized feature maps, and flatten all these feature maps into huge one dimensional
vector, then since each feature map corresponds to one specific feature of the image,
then each node of the huge one dimensional vector that contains a high number will
represent the information of the specific feature or specific detail of the input image.
That is because this high number doesn't represent a unique pixel by itself, it represents
the specific feature that the feature detector could extract from the input image through
the convolution operation. Therefore, eventually, we keep the spatial information of
the input image.

4. Full Connection
The final step is the full connection step. It basically consists of making a classic
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) composed of some fully connected layers.
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Figure 2.9: Full Connection Step

Until now we have managed to convert our input image into a one-dimensional vector
that contains some information of the spatial structure or some pixel patterns in the
image and now what we have to do is use this input vector as the input layer of the
classic ANN.

This describes the complete architecture of the Convolutional Neural Network.

2.4 YOLO

You only look once (YOLO) is a kind of object detection system aimed for real-time pro-
cessing. To detect an object, it uses features learned by a deep convolutional neural network.
Let us consider the following testing image and the corresponding output of using YOLO
algorithm.

Figure 2.10: Input image (Left) and Output with an object detection using YOLO (Right)

One researcher stated “YOLO divides the input image into an S×S grid. Each grid cell
predicts only one object. For example, the highlighted grid cell below tries to predict the
‘person’ object whose center (the dot) falls inside the grid cell." [8]
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Figure 2.11: he example showing fixed no. of boundary box guesses for the object are made

by each grid cell

Fixed number of boundary boxes are predicted by each grid cell. In the example in Fig-
ure 2.11, the person is located by the middle grid cell which makes two boundary box pre-
dictions (big rectangular boxes). “However, the one-object rule limits how close detected
objects can be."[8]. For each grid cell

• B boundary boxes are predicted and each of the boxes has one box confidence score.

• Regardless of the no. of boxes B, only one object is detected.

• C conditional class probabilities are predicted (one per class for the likeliness of the
object class).

Each boundary box consists of 5 elements i.e. (x, y, w, h) and the box confidence score.
w and h are used to normalize the bounding box’s width with the image width and height
whereas x and y are the corresponding cell's offsets. The value of x, y, w and h all lie between
0 and 1. The probability that the detected object belongs to the particular class is known as
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the conditional class probability (one probability per category for each cell). YOLO has a
prediction shape as follows.

(S,S,B×5+C) (2.1)

Network Design of YOLO

Figure 2.12: The architecture of YOLO [9]

According to the review by [8], “YOLO has 24 convolutional layers followed by 2 fully
connected layers (FC). Some convolution layers use 1 × 1 reduction layers alternatively to
reduce the depth of the features maps. For the last convolution layer, it outputs a tensor with
shape (7, 7, 1024). The tensor is then flattened. Using 2 fully connected layers as a form
of linear regression, it outputs 7× 7× 30 parameters and then reshapes to (7, 7, 30), i.e. 2
boundary box predictions per location."

Figure 2.13: Left: Division into SxS grid Middle: Prediction after linear regression using two

fully connected layers to make 7× 7× 2 boundary box predictions Right: Final prediction

after keeping the high box confidence scores (greater than 0.25)

The class prediction score- which measures the confidence on both the classification and lo-
calization (where the object is located) - for each prediction box is given as follows:

BoxConfidenceScore≡ Pr(object) · IOU (2.2)
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ConditionalClassProbability ≡ Pr(classi|object) (2.3)

ClassConfidenceScore≡Pr(classi)·IOU =BoxConfidenceScore×ConditionalClass

where
Pr(object)is the probability that the box contains an object.
IOU is the intersection over union between the predicted box and the ground truth.
Pr(classi|object) is the probability the object belongs to the classi given an object is present.
Pr(classi is the probability the object belongs to classi.

Loss Function

Since YOLO predicts multiple bounding boxes per grid cell, to compute the loss for the true
positive, the grid with the highest IOU (Intersection Over Union) with the ground truth is
selected. This results in specialization among the bounding box predictions. Each prediction
gets better at predicting certain sizes and aspect ratios.

To calculate loss, YOLO uses the sum-squared error between the predictions and the ground
truth. It consists of the following.

• Classification Loss: It is the square error of the class conditional probabilities for each
class if an object is detected. The classification loss at each cell if an object is detected
is the squared error of the class conditional probabilities for each class and is given as

s2∑
i=0

1
obj
i

∑
cεclasses

(pi(c)− p̂i(c))2 (2.4)

where 1obji = 1 if an object appears in cell i, otherwise 0. pi(c) denotes the conditional
class probability for class c in cell i.

• Localization Loss: It calculates the errors in the predicted boundary box locations
and sizes. Only the box responsible for detecting the object is counted.

λcoord

s2∑
i=0

B∑
j=0

1
obj
ij [(xi−x̂i)2 +(yi− ŷi)2]+λcoord

s2∑
i=0

B∑
j=0

1
obj
ij [(√wi−

√
ŵi)2 +(

√
hi−

√
ĥi)2]

(2.5)
where 1objij = 1 if the jth bounding box in cell i is responsible for detecting the object,
otherwise 0. λcoord increase the weight for the loss in the bounding box coordinates.

• Confidence Loss: The confidence loss is given as

s2∑
i=0

B∑
j=0

1
obj
ij (Ci− Ĉi)2 (2.6)

if an object is detected in the box where Ĉi is the box confidence score of the box j in
cell i. 1objij = 1 if the jth bounding box in cell i is responsible for detecting the object,
otherwise 0.
The confidence loss if an object is not detected is given as

λnoobj
s2∑
i=0

B∑
j=0

1
noobj
ij (Ci− Ĉi)2 (2.7)
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where 1noobjij is the complement of 1noobjij . Ĉi is the box confidence score of the box j
in the cell i λnoobj weighs down the loss when detecting background.
There is an imbalance since most of the boxes do not consist of any objects. Thus we
need to train the model to detect the background more frequently rather than detecting
objects. As a solution, this loss is weighed down by a factor of λnoobj whose default
value is 0.5.

The final loss is the sum of confidence, localization and classification losses.

Non-maximal Suppression

In the YOLO system, there is a possibility of multiple detections of the same object. Thus
YOLO fixes this problem by applying non-maximal suppression to get rid of the duplica-
tions having lower confidence. According to the creators of YOLO,“It adds 2-3 percentage
in mAP." [9].The non-maximal suppression is implemented by first sorting the predictions
by the confidence scores, then starting from the top scores, any current prediction is ignored
if any previous predictions have the same class and IOU greater than 0.5 with the current
prediction. This is done until all the predictions are checked.

Advantages of YOLO

• Good for real-time processing as it is very fast.

• End-to-end is possible to improve accuracy as predictions are made from one single
network.

• More generalized and outmatches other methods while generalizing from natural im-
ages to other domains like artwork.

• Enforces spatial diversity in making predictions.

• Demonstrates less false positive areas in the background.

• Accesses the whole image in predicting the boundaries contrarily to region proposal
methods which limit the classifier to the specific region.

2.5 YOLOv2

YOLO has high localization errors and low recall (the measure of how good the system
locates all objects) compared to region based detectors. And SSD (Single Shot MultiBox
Detector) is YOLO’s a strong competitor with higher accuracy for real-time processing. It is
the YOLO’s second version which significantly improves the accuracy and makes it faster.
The following updates have been made to improve accuracy.

• Batch normalization
By adding match normalization in convolution layers, the necessity for dropouts are
removed and it pushes the mAP up by 2%.

• High-resolution classifier
YOLOv2 trains the system in 2 phases. First with 224x224 pictures for the classifier
training then the classifier is re-tuned again with 448x448 pictures using much fewer
epoch. This increases the mAP by 4% and makes the detector training easier.

• Convolutional with Anchor Boxes
According to the YOLO paper, “Early training is susceptible to unstable gradients.
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YOLO predicts the boundary boxes by arbitrary guesses initially which may be effec-
tive for some objects but for the objects resulting in steep gradient change, it performs
poorly. There is ambiguity during early training for the predictions on what shapes to
specialize on."[10]

Figure 2.14: An illustration of the failure of prediction the effective bounding box by YOLO

Thus to remove such ambiguity and to allow multiple detections, the concept of an-
chors or priors is used in YOLOv2. In real life domain, the bounding boxes are not
random or arbitrary. For example, cars have very similar shapes and so do pedestrians.
The initial guesses can be made stable by making diverse guesses for real-life objects.
For example, 5 anchor boxes can be created with the shapes as shown in the figure to
cover the object and make the prediction better.

Figure 2.15: Anchor Boxes

The offsets are predicted for the anchor boxes shown above instead of predicting the 5
boundary boxes. By constraining the offset values, the diversity of the predictions can
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be maintained and thus each prediction can focus on a specific shape. Initial training
becomes more stable as a result. “Anchor boxes reduces mAP slightly from 69.5 to
69.2 but the recall gets improved from 81% to 88%. i.e. even the accuracy is slightly
decreased but it increases the chances of detecting all the ground truth objects."[8]

• Dimension clusters
K-means clustering is applied to the training data in order to locate the centroids of the
top K-clusters so that top-K boundary boxes.

• Direct Location Prediction

Figure 2.16: Visualization of direct location prediction in YOLOv2

The predictions are made on the offsets to the anchors. But the guesses will be random-
ized if it is unconstrained. In YOLOv2, 5 parameters (tx, ty,tw, th and to) are predicted
and then the sigma function is applied to constraint its possible offset range.

bx = σ(tx)+ cx (2.8)

by = σ(ty)+ cy (2.9)

bw = pwe
tw (2.10)

bh = phe
th (2.11)

Pr(object)∗ IOU(b,object) = σ(to) (2.12)

where
tx, ty,tw, th are predictions made by YOLOv2.
cx, cy is the top left corner of the anchor.
cw, ch are the width and height of the anchor.
cx, cy, cw, ch are normalized by the image width and height.
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bx, by, bw, bh are the predicted boundary box.

• Fine-Grained Features
When the convolutional layers are applied, the spatial dimension gets decreased grad-
ually. Thus it becomes difficult to detect small objects. YOLOv2 uses the approach
called passthrough to overcome this obstacle. The 28×28×512 layer is reshaped into
14×14×2048 and concatenated with the original 14×14×1024 output layer. Then the
convolution filters are applied on the new 14×14×3072 layers to make predictions.

• Multi-Scale Training Images of different sizes can be used in YOLOv2 after remov-
ing the fully connected layers. If the width and height are doubled, it just makes
4x output grid cells and thus 4x predictions. YOLOv2 downsamples the input by
32, so, it is needed to make sure that the width and height are the multiples of 32.
[8] states,“During training, YOLO takes images of size 320×320, 352×352,..... and
608×608 (with a step of 32). YOLOv2 randomly selects another image size for ev-
ery 10 batches to train the model. This behaves as augmentation of data and hence
drives the network towards better forecast for various input image scale and dimen-
esion. Additionally, at the cost of accuracy, lower resolution images can be used for
object detection."

Network Architecture of YOLOv2

The following changes are made in YOLOv2 architecture.

• The fully connected layers accountable for estimating the boundary box are removed.

• From the cell level, the class prediction is moved to the boundary box level. Then
for each forecast, there are 4 parameters for the boundary box, 1 confidence score
(objectness) and 20 class probabilities i.e. 5 boundary boxes with 25 parameters or
125 parameters per grid cell. But the IOU of the ground truth and proposed box is still
predicted.

• The last convolution layer is replaced with three 3x3 convolutional layers which output
1024 channels each. Then a final 1x1 convolution is applied to convert the 7x7x1024
output into 7x7x125.

• The input image size is changed from 448x448 to 416x416. This results in an odd
spatial dimension (7x7 vs. 8x8 grid cell). So, the mid of the picture is often inhabited
by a big object and it becomes more certain where the object belongs with the odd
number of the grid cell.

• The pooling layer is removed to make the spatial output of the network to 13x13 in-
stead of 7x7.
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Figure 2.17: Architecture of YOLOv2

YOLOv2 is a highly improved version than YOLO in terms of accuracy, speed. With the use
of hierarchical classification, the classes that it can detect has been significantly expanded.
Its improved feature can detect small objects as well. According to [8], “YOLO9000 extends
YOLO to detect objects over 9000 classes using hierarchical classification with a 9418 node
WordTree. It combines samples from both COCO and Imagenet (top 9000 classes). Four
ImageNet data are sampled for every COCO data by YOLO. It learns to find objects using
the detection data in COCO and to classify these objects with ImageNet samples."

2.6 YOLOv3

YOLOv3 is the improved version of YOLOv2 which is more accurate. It is bigger than v2
but still fast. “It uses a few tricks to improve training and increase performance, including
multi-scale predictions, a better backbone classifier, and more. At 320 x320, YOLOv3 runs
in 22 ms at 28.2 mAP, as accurate as SSD but three times faster." [8].

Even with 30 layer architecture, while detecting small objects, YOLOv2 struggled. It was
lacking some elements that are present in the majority of modern algorithms like upsampling,
skip connections and residual blocks. YOLOv3 integrates all of them and thus has 106 lay-
ers fully convolutional underlying architecture. Thus it is a bit slower compared to YOLOv2.
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Figure 2.18: Network Architecture of YOLOv3

The salient features of YOLOv3 are as follows:

• Class Prediction
YOLOv3 avoids Softmax function. Actually, many classifiers presume that the output
labels are mutually exclusive and YOLO makes use of Softmax function to convert
scores into probabilities that sum up to one. But for example, in some cases, output
labels may be ‘pedestrian’ and ‘child’. These two are actually non-exclusive. Hence,
the output can be greater than 1 in this case. In YOLOv3, Softmax function is replaced
with independent logistic classifiers to predict each class score and threshold is used
to predict multiple labels for an object.

For calculating classification loss, binary cross-entropy loss is used for each label in-
stead of using mean square error. By avoiding the Softmax function, its computation
complexity is also reduced.

• Bounding box prediction and cost function calculation
According to [8], “YOLOv3 predicts an objectness score for each bounding box us-
ing logistic regression. YOLOv3 changes the way in calculating the cost function. If
the bounding box prior (anchor) overlaps a ground truth object more than others, the
corresponding objectness score should be 1. For other priors with overlap greater than
a predefined threshold (default 0.5), they incur no cost. Each ground truth object is
associated with one boundary box prior only. If a bounding box prior is not assigned,
it incurs no classification and localization lost, just confidence loss on objectness."

• Feature Pyramid Networks (FPN) like Feature Pyramid
The article of [8] states that, “YOLOv3 makes 3 predictions per location. Each predic-
tion composes of a boundary box, an objectness and 80 class scores, i.e. N× N × [3
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× (4 + 1 + 80)] predictions. YOLOv3 makes predictions at 3 different scales (similar
to the FPN):

– In the last feature map layer.

– Then it goes back 2 layers back and upsamples it by 2. YOLOv3 then takes a
feature map with higher resolution and merge it with the upsampled feature map
using element-wise addition. YOLOv3 apply convolutional filters on the merged
map to make the second set of predictions.

– Repeat 2 again so the resulted feature map layer has good high-level structure
(semantic) information and good resolution spatial information on object loca-
tions.

To determine the priors, YOLOv3 applies k-means cluster. Then it pre-select 9 clus-
ters. For COCO, the width and height of the anchors are (10×13), (16×30), (33×23),
(30×61), (62×45), (59×119), (116×90), (156×198), (373×326). These 9 priors are
grouped into 3 different groups according to their scale. Each group is assigned to a
specific feature map above in detecting objects."
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• Feature extractor
The Darknet-19 has been replaced by the new 53-layer Darknet-53 as the feature ex-
tractor. It consists of 3x3 and 1x1 filters with skip connections similar to the ResNet
residual network. They both achieve the classification accuracy but Darknet-53 is 2×
faster.

Figure 2.19: Darknet-53 architecture
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YOLOv3 Performance

YOLOv3 has very good performance when speed is important.

Figure 2.20: Speed/accuracy tradeoff of various networks on the mAP at .5 IOU metric

YOLOv3 is as good as SSD but 3×faster. And YOLOv3's AP is still behind RetinaNet
at COCO 75 benchmark. It is suggested that YOLOv3 has higher localization error as
AP@IoU=.75 drops significantly comparing with. But it has to be kept in mind that Reti-
naNet takes 3.8xlonger to process an image.

Figure 2.21: APs comparison of various networks

YOLOv3 shows noteworthy development in detecting small objects too. It makes estimation
across three different scales. The detection layer makes detection at feature maps of three
separate sizes which have respective strides of 32, 16, 8. This signifies that for an input
image having the size of 416 × 416, detections are made on scales 13 × 13, 26 × 26 and 52
× 52.
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Until the 1st detection layer, the network downsamples the input image, where detection is
made with the use of feature maps of a layer with stride 32. Furthermore, before concatenat-
ing with feature maps of a preceding layer having identical feature map sizes, the layers are
upsampled by 2. Now, at layer with stride 16, another detection made. The same procedure
is rerun before the last detection is done at the layer of stride 8. The upsampled layers which
are connected with preceding layers aid to conserve the fine-grained features. The 13×13
layer detects large objects whereas the 52×52 layer is responsible for detecting smaller ob-
jects. Similarly, 26×26 layer detects medium objects.

At each scale, 3 bounding boxes are predicted by each cell using 3 anchors so the total no.
of anchors used is 9. The anchors are vary for dissimilar scales.

2.7 Deep SORT

In Computer Vision, tracking is one of the most significant fields. [11] states, “Tracking
is the problem of estimating the position of an object over consecutive image sequences.
This is also further divided into two subcategories- single object tracking and multiple ob-
ject tracking. Both of them require slightly different approaches."

It is very crucial to know the challenges we need to take care of during tracking. Some of
the common and major challenges are as follows.

• Object occlusion: If the target object is occluded or blocked by other objects in a
sequence of images, then it not only becomes difficult to detect the object but to update
future images too, if it becomes visible again.

• Fast movement: Cameras, such as on smart-phones, often suffers from jittery move-
ment. This produces a blurred effect and, sometimes, the object becomes completely
absent from the frame. Therefore, sudden changes in the motion of cameras also lead
to problems in tracking applications.

• Change of shape: If we are targeting non-rigid objects, changes in shape or the com-
plete deformation of an object will often lead to being unable to detect the object and
tracking failure.

• False positives: In a scene with multiple similar objects, it is hard to match which
object is targeted in subsequent images. The tracker may lose the current object in
terms of detection and start tracking a similar object.

These challenges can make our tracking application fail and give wrong estimate of an ob-
ject’s location.

Deep SORT is a tracking by detection paradigm. “It is an intuitive method for tracking is to
use the object detection method and compute detection in each frame. This will result in a
bounding box detection for every frame, but we would also like to know if a particular object
stays in the image sequence and for how many frames, that is, to keep track of K-frames for
the object in the scene. We would also need a matching strategy to say that the object found
in the previous image is the same as the one in the current image frame. Continuing with
this intuition, we add a predictor for the bounding box motion. We assume a state for the
bounding box, which consists of coordinates for the box center as well as its velocities. This
state changes as we see more boxes in the sequence. Given the current state of the box, we
can predict a possible region for where it will be in the next frame by assuming some noise in
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our measurement. The object detector can search for an object similar to the previous object
in the next possible region. The location of the newly found object box and the previous box
state will help us to update the new state of the box. This will be used for the next frame.
As a result, iterating this process over all the frames will result in not only the tracking of
the object bounding box but keeping a location check on particular objects over the whole
sequence. This tracking method is also known as tracking by detection." [11]

In tracking by detection, each frame uses an object detector to find possible instances of ob-
jects and then matches those detections with corresponding objects in the preceding frame.
On the contrary, if no object detector is to be used, we can initialize the target object and
track it by matching it and finding a similar object in each frame.

Simple Online and Real-time Tracking (SORT) is a simpler framework that performs Kalman
filtering in image space for motion prediction and Hungarian algorithm for frame-by-frame
data association with an association metric which measures bounding box overlap. It has a
favorable performance at high frame rates but results in a high number of identity switches
and doesn't handle occlusion well.

Deep SORT (Simple Online and Real-time Tracking with a Deep Association Metric), which
is an addendum of SORT algorithm, implements tracking based on not just distance, veloc-
ity but also based on the appearance of that object (person). By computing deep features
for every bounding box, Deep SORT factors the similarity between those features into the
tracking logic.

In MOT problem setting, there are many objects to track in each frame. “A generic method to
solve this has two steps- Detection and Association." In real world applications, prior bound-
ing box detections is necessary, so tracker could be combined with a detector. “First, all the
objects are detected in the frame. There can be single or multiple detections. Once we have
detections for the frame, a matching is performed for similar detections with respect to the
previous frame. The matched frames are followed through the sequence to get the tracking
for an object." [11].

In Deep SORT, this generic method is further divided into three steps:

1. To compute detections, a CNN-based object detection method is used. In the original
paper, Faster-RCNN is used to perform the initial detection per frame. YOLOv3 is
used in this system.

2. The intermediate step before the data association consists of an estimation model. This
uses the state of each track as a vector of eight quantities, that is, bounding box center
(x, y), box height (h), box aspect ratio (γ), and their derivatives with time as velocities.
The Kalman filter is used to model these states as a dynamical system. If there is no
detection of a tracking object for a threshold of consecutive frames, it is considered to
be out of frame or lost. For a newly detected box, the new track is started. Additionally,
using a pretrained CNN, the bounding box descriptors are computed.
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Figure 2.22: Tracking process in Deep SORT

3. In the final step, given the predicted states from Kalman filtering using the previous
information and the newly detected box in the current frame, an association is made for
the new detection with old object tracks in the previous frame. This is computed using
Mahalanobis distance. “The Mahalanobis distance takes state estimation uncertainty
into account by measuring how many standard deviations the detection is away from
the mean track location."[12].

d(1)(i, j) = (dj−yi)TS−1
i (dj−yi) (2.13)

where (yi, Si) is the projection of the ith track distribution into measurement space and
dj is the jth bounding box detection.

Further, we can exclude unlikely associations by thresholding the Mahalanobis distance at a
95% confidence interval computed from the inverse Chi-square distribution. This decision is
denoted with an indicator

b
(1)
i,j = (1)[d(1)(i, j)≤ t(1)] (2.14)

that evaluates to 1 if the association between the ith track and jth detection is admissible.
The corresponding Mahalanobis threshold for four-dimensional measurement space is t(1)
= 9.4877.

“While the Mahalanobis distance is a suitable association metric when motion uncertainty
is low, in our image-space problem formulation the predicted state distribution obtained
from the Kalman filtering framework provides only a rough estimate of the object location.
In particular, unaccounted camera motion can introduce rapid displacements in the image
plane, making the Mahalanobis distance a rather uninformed metric for tracking through
occlusions. Therefore, we integrate a second metric into the assignment problem."[12].For
each detection, including the detections in the track, deep network is used to extract the
feature vector. A gallery is built for each tracking target, storing the feature vectors of the
last 100 frames that each tracking target successfully associates with.It computes the smallest
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cosine distance between two successive track detections and integrates it to the assignment
problem.

d(2)(i, j) =min[1− rTj r
(i)
k |r

(i)
k εRi] (2.15)

A binary variable is again introduced to point out if an association is valid conforming to
this metric and a suitable threshold is used for this indicator on a separate training dataset. In
practice, a pre-trained convnet is applied to calculate bounding box appearance descriptors.

b
(2)
i,j = 1[d(2)(i, j)]≤ t(2)] (2.16)

“In combination, both metrics complement each other by serving different aspects of the as-
signment problem. On the one hand, the Mahalanobis distance provides information about
possible object locations based on the motion that is particularly useful for short-term pre-
dictions. On the other hand, the cosine distance considers appearance information that
is particularly useful to recover identities after long-term occlusions, when motion is less
discriminative."[12]. To construct the association problem, both metrics are combined using
a weighted sum

ci,j = λd(1)(i, j)+(1−λ)d(2)(i, j) (2.17)

And it is said to be admissible if it is between the gating region of both metrics:

bi,j =
2∏

m=1
b
(m)
i,j (2.18)

On the combined association, the influence of each metric cost can be managed by the hy-
perparameter λ. “During our experiments, we found that setting λ= 0 is a reasonable choice
when there is substantial camera motion. In this setting, only appearance information is
used in the association cost term. However, the Mahalanobis gate is still used to disregard
infeasible assignments based on possible object locations inferred by the Kalman filter."[12].

2.7.1 Person Re-Identification CNN Model

In video surveillance, person re-identification is a familiar problem in which given query im-
age is used to look at a huge gallery of images which have been collected at different times,
lighting conditions by different cameras that potentially contain the same person. “Direct
classification is prohibited because in this scenario because individuals in the gallery col-
lected at test time are not contained in the training set. Instead, the person re-identification
problem is usually addressed within a metric learning framework."[13].

Two extracted features corresponding to the same individual are likely to be close than those
from different identity. At the time of testing, the last classification layer is removed from the
network to aid the nearest neighbor queries on new identities using a cosine similarity met-
ric. “The goal is to learn a feature representation-from a separate training identities-suitable
for performing nearest neighbor queries on images and identities provided at test time."[13].
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The main idea of a simple REID model is that the CNN model's output without the last fully
connected layer can give us the feature of a person image. Then we can compute the cos
similarity of two-person features to get whether these two are the same person or not.

For person re-identification, Deep SORT uses Deep Cosine Metric Learning. “It is a method
for learning a feature space where the cosine similarity is effectively optimized through a
simple re-parametrization of the conventional softmax classification regime."[13].

Standard Softmax Classifier

“Given a dataset D = [(xi,yi)Ni=1] of Ntraining images xiεRD and associated class labels
yiε[1, .....C], the standard approach to classification in the deep learning setting is to pro-
cess input images by a CNN and place a softmax classifier on top of the network to obtain
probability scores for each of the C classes. The softmax classifier chooses the class with
maximum probability according to a parametric function

p(y = k|r) = exp(wTk r+ bk)∑C
n=1 exp(wTn r+ bn)

(2.19)

where w = weight, b= bias r =activation function of the previous layer r = f(x), rεRd is the
underlying feature representation of a parametrized encoder network that is trained jointly
with the classifier. For the special case of C = 2 classes, this formulation is equivalent to
logistic regression."[13].

Cosine Softmax Classifier

“With few adaptations, the standard softmax classifier can be modified to produce compact
clusters in representation space. First, the l2 normalization is applied to the final layer of
the encoder network to ensure the representation is unit length. Second, the weights must be
normalized to unit length as well. Then the cosine softmax classifier can be stated by

p(yi = k|ri)
exp(κ · w̃T ri)∑C
n=1 exp(κ · w̃T )

(2.20)

where κ is a free scaling parameter. This parametrization has C-1 fewer parameters compared
to the standard formulation because the bias terms bk have been removed. Training itself
can be carried out using the cross-entropy loss as usual since the cosine softmax classifier is
merely a change of parametrization compared to the standard formulation."[13].
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Network Architecture of Person Re-Identification Model

The network architecture is shallow to support fast training and to apply on online track-
ing which requires fast computation of appearance features. The overview of the network
architecture is as follows.

Figure 2.23: The person re-identification CNN architecture

According to the paper by its creators, “Input images are rescaled to 128x64 and presented to
the network in RGB color space. Then a series of convolutional layers reduces the size of the
feature map to 16x8 before a global feature vector of 128 is extracted by layer Dense 10. The
network contains six residual blocks. All the convolutions are 3x3 and the Max Pool layer
is of stride 2. Dropout and normalization used as means of regularization. The Dense layer
is added at a point where the feature map still provides enough spatial resolution required
for person re-identification. After the final Dense layer, l2 normalization projects features
onto the unit hypersphere for application of the cosine softmax classifier. Exponential Linear
Units (ELUs) used as activation function and Cross-Entropy used as the loss function."[13].
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2.7.2 Cascade Matching

When a target is occluded for a long time, the uncertainty of the Kalman filter prediction is
greatly increased and the observability in the state space is greatly reduced. In a case where
two tracks compete for the matching with the same detection, the track that is occluded
for longer period often has more uncertainty in tracking the predicted position because the
position information is not updated for a long time, i.e. the covariance is larger. The Maha-
lanobis distance calculation uses the reciprocal of the covariance, so for large covariance, the
Mahalanobis distance is smaller, so the detection result is more likely to be associated with
the trajectory with a longer occlusion time.This undesired effect often destroys the continu-
ation of the tracking. Thus, cascading matching is used to give priority to more frequently
occurring targets.

Figure 2.24: Matching Cascade Algorithm

This matching cascade prioritizes the tracks of smaller age, i.e., tracks that have been seen
more recently.

IoU-based matching of unconfirmed and age=1 unmatched trajectories is also performed at
the final stage of the match. This can alleviate large changes due to apparent mutations or
partial occlusions.Of course, there are advantages and disadvantages. This may also cause
some newly generated tracks to be connected to some old tracks. But this is less.
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2.7.3 Flowchart of Deep SORT

Deep SORT uses Hungarian algorithm to associate tracks with detections.

Hungarian Algorithm

Hungarian method is based on two important theorems, stated as below.

• If a constant is added (or subtracted) to every element of any row (or column) of the
cost matrix [cij] in an assingment problem then an assingment which minimises the
total cost for the new matrix will also minimize the total cost matrix.

• If all cij ≥ 0 and there exists a solution xij = Xij such that
∑
i cijxij = 0, then this

solution is an optimal solution, i.e., minimizes z.

The computational procedure is given as under:

Step 1

1. Row Reduction: Subtract the minimum entry of each row from all the entries of the
respective row in the cost matrix.

2. Column Reduction: After completion of row reduction, subtract the minimum entry
of each column from all the entries of the respective column.

Step 2: Zero Assignment

1. Starting with first row of the matrix received in first step, examine the rows one by one
until a row containing exactly one zero is found. Then an experimental assignment
indicated by ‘ ’ is marked to that zero. Now cross all the zeros in the column in which
the assignment is made. This procedure should be adopted for each row assignment.

2. When the set of rows has been completely examined, an identical procedure is applied
successively to columns. Starting with column 1, examine all columns until a column
containing exactly one zero is found. Then make an experimental assignment in that
position and cross other zeros in the row in which the assignment was made.

Continue these successive operations on rows and columns until all zeros have either
been assigned or crossed-out. Now there are two possibilities:
- Either all the zeros are assigned or crossed out, i.e., we get the maximal assignment
or
- At least two zeros are remained by assignment or by crossing out in each row or
column. In this situation we try to exclude some of the zeros by trial and error method.

This completes the second step. After this step we can get two situations.
i. Total assigned zeros = n
The assignment is optimal.
ii. Total assigned zeros < n
Use step 3 and onwards.
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Step 3: Draw minimum lines to cover zeros
In order to cover all the zeros at least once we may adopt the following procedure.

1. Mark (X) to all rows in which the assignment has not been done.

2. See the position of zero in marked (X) row and then mark (X) to the corresponding
column.

3. See the marked (X) column and find the position of assigned zero’s and then mark (X)
to the corresponding rows which are not marked till now.

4. Repeat the procedure (2) and (3) till the completion of marking.

5. Draw the lines through unmarked rows and marked columns.

Note: If the above method does not work then make an arbitrary assignment and then
follow step 4.

Step 4
Select the smallest element from the uncovered elements.

1. Subtract this smallest element from all those elements which are not covered.

2. Add this smallest element to all those elements which are at the intersection of two
lines.

Step 5
Thus we have increased the number of zeros. Now, modify the matrix with the help of step
2 and find the required assignment.
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Figure 2.25: Flowchart of Hungarian Algorithm
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The flowchart of Deep SORT algorithm is explained as follows.

1. Read the position of each detected object in each frame and the feature of each detection
frame

2. Filter the detection frame according to the confidence level, i.e. delete the detection frame
and features with insufficient confidence

3. Perform non-maximum suppression on the detection frame to eliminate multiple frames
on one target

4. Prediction: Use Kalman filtering to predict the position of the target in the current frame

Perform Kalman filter equations 1 and 2: x(k) = A x(k − 1) and p(k) = A p(k − 1)AT +
Q, where x(k) is status information for the target (mean), x(k − 1) is the information of the
target in the previous frame [center x, center y, aspect ratio, height, 0, 0, 0, 0]; p(k − 1) is
the estimated error of the target (covariance); A is the state transition matrix; Q is the system
error or noise matrix.

5. Update: Update the Kalman tracker parameters and feature set, and additionally assess
the target disappearance and the new target appearance.

a. Match results with tracking prediction results
- A tracker must distinguish between confirmed states and unconfirmed the status
- Tracker with confirmed status are set for cascading matching
- For a plurality of trackers of the same disappearance time, calculate a cosine

distance matrix between the depth feature of each target newly detected by the current frame
and the feature set saved by each tracker. If there are 11 detection targets in the current
frame, there are 10 trackers, and each tracker has retained the depth features of the previous
6 frames. The calculated cost matrix size is 10x11, and the calculation process is first for
each tracker. 6 features, calculate (1 - cosine distance) between the 11 new detection target
features of the current frame, get 6x11 matrix, find the minimum cosine distance for each
detection block, get 1x11 matrix, and store it in cost matrix corresponding row, indicating
the minimum cosine distance between the current tracker and the current detection block.

- Calculate the Mahalanobis distance between the predicted position of the Kalman
filter and the detection frame. The specific process is to convert each detection frame from
[x, y, w, h] to [center x, center y, aspect ratio, height]. For each tracker, i.e. each row in cost
matrix, calculate the Mahalanobis distance between the prediction result and the detection
result. Assuming the frame has 11 detection results, then matrix with distance of 1x11, for
the current row in cost matrix. The position where the Mahalanobis distance is greater than
the specified threshold is assigned as 1e+5.

- Set the element larger than max distance in cost matrix to cost matrix > max
distance.

- Assign the track to the correct detection by minimum cost matching of the cost
matrix using Hungarian algorithm.

- After the assignment is completed, the unassociated detections and tracks are
regarded as unmatched detections and unmatched tracks. The matching whose cost matrix
value is greater than max distance (threshold) is also sent to the unmatched detections and
the unmatched tracks.

- Further matching of unconfirmed and unmatched tracks is based on the IoU.
The specific implementation is to calculate the cost matrix. The elements larger than max
distance in cost matrix are set to max distance, and then the Hungarian algorithm is used to
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assign the cost matrix matrix as input. After the assignment is completed, the outputs are
still matched, unmatched detections, unmatched tracks.

Figure 2.26: Pictorial Representation of matching in Deep SORT

b. To do parameter updates:
- The process of parameter updating is to calculate the formula 3, 4, 5 (K(k) = p(k)

HT(H p(k) HT - R) - 1, x(k) = x(k - 1) + K(k) (z(k) - H x(k - 1), p(k) = (1 - K(k) H) p(k - 1))
of Kalman filtering, where K(k) is the Kalman gain, z is the measurement vector, H is the
measurement matrix and R is the measurement noise.

- After the parameter update is completed, the feature is inserted to the tracker
feature set and corresponding parameters are re-initialized.

c. Delete unmatched tracker
- The unmatched tracker indicates that although the new location is predicted, the

detection box does not match.
d. Unmatched detection initialized to a new tracker

- If there is no matched detection, indicating that a new target to be tracked appears,
at this point a new Kalman filter is initialized, and a new tracker is initialized.

e. Delete the tracker to be deleted
f. Update the feature set of the remaining tracker
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Figure 2.27: Flowchart of Deep SORT
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Figure 2.28: Flowchart of Matching Cascade
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Figure 2.29: Flowchart of IoU Matching
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Figure 2.30: Flowchart of Matrix update and Post Processing
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2.8 Energy Analysis

The commonly used electric appliances and the maximum power drawn by them are given in
the table below. Many appliances have a range of settings i.e. the power may vary within the
given range. So the actual power consumed actually depends on user's setting at one time.
The power drawn by the devices like refrigerator, though continuously turned on, cycles on
and off at different rates. It depends on several factors like room temperature, temperature
of the freezer, how well it is insulated, how often the door is opened, the condition of the
door seals, if the coils are clean, and how regularly it is defrosted. To get an approximate
figure for the number of hours that a refrigerator operates at its maximum wattage, the total
time the refrigerator is plugged in is divided by three. The wattage of some of the typical
household appliances is as shown below.

Table 2.2: Power consumption of various appliances

Appliances Wattage (Range)

Clock Radio 10

Coffee Maker 900-1200

Washing Machine 350-500

Clothes Dryer 1800-5000

Dish Washer 1200-2400

Hair Dryer 1200-1875

Microwave Oven 750-1100

Oven 1000-5000

Refrigerator 725

19" Television 65-110

27" Television 113

36" Television 133

53"-61" Projection TV 170

Toaster 800-1400

Water Heater (40 gallons) 4500-5500

Water Heater (Deep Well) 250-1100

Electric Blanket- Single/ Double 60/100

Fan- Ceiling 65-175

Fan- Window 55-250
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Fan- Furnace 750

Heater (Portable) 750-1500

Clothes Iron 1000-1800

Central Air Conditioner 3500

Central A/C Fan Only- Compressor off 750

Largest Window Units A/C 1440

Medium Window Units A/C 900

Smallest Window Units A/C 500

Laptop 60-90

Desktop Computer- CPU- awake/sleep 120/30 or less

Desktop Computer- Monitor-

awake/sleep

150/30 or less

GPU- standby/render 50/130

Incandescent Bulb (Standard) 100

CFL light 23-30

Halogen light 72

LED light 14-20

IP Camera 4 for daytime, 6 for night time. 40 for the

recording box

Raspberry Pi 1.2

Motion sensor switches- standby/active 1/5

PIR sensor (idle power)- efficient/worse 0.1/0.3

As seen from the above table, the PIR sensor consumes very less power. Motion sensor
switches have very less energy consumption. If we use the motion sensor switches for 24
hours, the approximate energy consumption in kWh is ((1/1000) × 24) = 0.024 kWh in
standby mode and ((5/1000)× 24) = 0.12 kWh in active mode. Similarly, if we build a sys-
tem using a PIR sensor and Raspberry Pi, the worst-case power consumption is ((0.3/1000)
× 24) = 0.0072 kWh.

The proposed system is more power hungry compared to the system with the PIR sensor
since it uses graphics processing. It takes roughly ((60+130+40+1.2)/1000 × 24) = 5.5488
kWh in a day if we implement the system using a laptop and ((120+130+40+1.2) × 24)
= 6.9888 kWh in a day using a desktop computer. But in terms of accuracy, speed and in
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turn reliability, it outsmarts PIR sensors. To expand the system to multiple rooms, only the
cameras should be added; not the entire system. Forgetting to turn off only a single light bulb
could cost wastage of ((100/1000) × 8) = 0.8 kWh of energy. A ceiling fan could consume
((150/1000)× 8) = 1.2 kWh in 8 hours. It gets worse if there are more than one light bulb
and other electric appliances. The more the appliances and longer they are kept on; a huge
amount of energy is lost unnecessarily. The home automation system can prove a great tool
to automatically switch off the appliances when not in use and when people forget to turn
them off. As compared to the major drawbacks of the PIR sensors, this system proves to be
beneficial in the long run.
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Chapter 3
Methodology

The first objective of this study is to detect the presence of any human being in the scene
and the status of electric appliances (if they are on or off). Since it is based on video surveil-
lance, an IP camera (HIKVISION DS-2CD2122FWD-I(2.8mm) 2MP IR Fixed Dome Net-
work Camera) has been installed at room 218 at ISE building.

The YOLOv3 model has been implemented for detecting people and checking if the appli-
ances are running or not in real time using transfer learning technique. “When we don't have
enough labeled training data to train our network from scratch and since there already exists
a network which has been pre-trained on a similar task on massive amounts of data, transfer
learning technique turns out to be beneficial. That's why by using transfer learning, we can
save a lot of training time, we don't need a lot of data and our neural network performs better
in most cases." [14].

3.1 Object Detection using YOLOv3

3.1.1 Data Collection

In this thesis, the status of the television screen and table fan or stand fan are detected along
with human beings. For this, images from both the internet as well as the CCTV footage
from room 218 have been used. Images at a different time of the day (normal light, low light
and night vision) were collected.

Total of 8350 images with 19173 objects was collected of out which 80% was randomly
divided for training and 20% for validation. The output model was tested on separate 285
images. The dataset properties are as follows:

Figure 3.1: Total no. of images of each class for training and validation
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Figure 3.2: Total number of objects of each class in the dataset

Since there were various images of different sizes, all the images were resized into 1920×1080
pixels before training to keep the sizes of images uniform.

Figure 3.3: Normal Light image in the dataset
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Figure 3.4: Low Light image in the dataset

Figure 3.5: Infrared image in the dataset
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3.1.2 Image Annotation

There are 5 different classes in this work viz. human, tv off, tv on, fan off and fan on. For
annotating the images into objects of each class mentioned above, Supervisely annotation
tool was used. Supervisely is the web platform for computer vision which provides data
annotation tools and infrastructures to organize scalable labeling and training the neural net-
works as well.

The class names were assigned as follows:
FAN_OFF
FAN_ON
TV_OFF
TV_ON
HUMAN

Figure 3.6: Image annotation using Supervisely platform

The labeled data is stored in. json format which is needed to be converted into YOLOv3
text format if the model is to be trained locally. It can be done using a python script. In-
stead, Supervisely provides the provision to train the model in its platform too in which it
automatically converts the labelled data into YOLOv3 format.

Figure 3.7: Supervisely's . json format of labeled data

Figure 3.8: YOLOv3 format
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Figure 3.8 is the YOLOv3 representation of Figure 3.7's Supervisely format. The class “2"
represents class “FAN_ON" and “1" represents class “HUMAN" and the remaining values
represent x, y, w, h parameters of the bounding box as follows.

x= absolute_x/image_width

y = absolute_y/image_height

w = absolute_width/image_width

h= absolute_height/image_height

where

absolute_x= (Xmin +(absolute_width/2))
absolute_y = (Y min +(absolute_height/2))

absolute_width= abs(Xmax−Xmin)
absolute_height= abs(Y max−Y min)

3.1.3 Training YOLOv3 model

Deep learning requires hardware with high specifications for training. Thus, the hardware
was set up with the following configurations.

CPU: Intel Core i7-7770k, 4.3 GHz
Motherboard: Asus Prime Z270-A and Asus ROG-SYRIX-GTX1080TI
RAM:16 GB each for both CPU and GPU

Using pre-trained weights of YOLOv3 (trained on COCO dataset consisting of 80 classes
and more than 80000 images), training was done on the dataset which was prepared in the
previous steps by applying transfer learning. The training configuration is as follows:

batch=6
subdivisions=1
width=608
height=608
channels=3
momentum=0.9
decay=0.0005
angle=0
saturation = 1.5
exposure = 1.5
hue=.1
learning_rate=0.0001
burn_in=1000
max_batches = 500200
policy=constant
steps=400000,450000
scales=.1,.1
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“The batch parameter indicates the batch size used during training. Our training set contains
a few thousand images, but it is not uncommon to train on millions of images. During the
training process, the weights of the neural network is iteratively updated depending upon the
mistakes it makes on the training dataset. While updating the weights, it is not practical to
use all images in the training set all at once. That's why, a small subset of images is used in
one iteration. The subset is known as the batch size. When the batch size is set to a value,
the exact number of images are used in one iteration to update the parameters of the neural
network." [15].

“Even though we may want to use a large batch size e.g. 64 for training our neural network,
our GPU may not have enough memory to use a batch size of 64. Fortunately, Darknet
specifies a variable called subdivisions that lets us process a fraction of the batch size at
one time on our GPU. We can start the training with subdivisions=1, and if Out of memory
error occurs, increase the subdivisions parameter by multiples of 2 (e.g. 2, 4, 8, 16) till the
training proceeds successfully. The GPU will process batch/subdivision number of images
at any time, but the full batch or iteration would be complete only after all the images are
processed."[15].

The width and height are set to 608×608. All the input images were resized to that resolu-
tion to improve the results. channels=3 suggests that 3-channel RGB input images would be
processed.

The parameter learning rate plays a huge role during training. “Since the neural network is
updated depending on the small batch of images, the weight updates fluctuate quite a bit.
That is why a parameter momentum is used to penalize large weight changes between itera-
tions. A typical neural network has millions of weights and therefore they can easily overfit
any training data. Overfitting means that the network performs very well on training data
but its performance is quite poor on test data. It is almost like the neural network has not
learned the underlying concept but only memorized the answer to all images in the training
set. To mitigate this problem, large value for weights should be penalized. The parameter
decay controls this penalty term. The default value works just fine, but it can be tweaked if
overfitting is noticed."[15].

Based on the current batch of data, learning rate is used to control how aggressively the
neural network should learn. In general, this number lies between 0.01 and 0.0001. “At the
beginning of the training process, we are starting with zero information and so the learning
rate needs to be high. But later on when as the neural network processes a lot of data, the
weights should change less aggressively. In other words, the learning rate needs to be de-
creased over time. In the configuration file, this decrease in learning rate is obtained by first
specifying that our learning rate decreasing policy is constant or steps."[15].

In this configuration, the learning rate is constant but if it is set as steps, it will start from
0.0001 and remain constant for 400000 iterations, and then it multiplies by scales and new
learning rate is obtained.

In the previous paragraph, it is mentioned that high learning rate required in the beginning
and low value is preferred later. Though it’s a true statement, it has been empirically found
that at the very beginning, if the learning rate is low for a short time at the very beginning, the
training speed tends to increase. The burn_in parameter, which is also known as warm-up
period is used to control this phenomenon.
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According to YOLOv3 filters'formula,

Filters= (classes+5)×3

Thus, since there are 5 classes, the filters which are in the convolutional layer just before the
three YOLO layers are set to 30.

The angle parameter is related to data augmentation. “It allows us to randomly rotate the
given image by +/- angle. Saturation, exposure and hue values too, are the parameters of
data augmentation for random changes of colors of images during training, in terms of HSV
(Hue, Saturation and Value). Invariance increases in the neural network to change the light-
ing and color of the objects when they have large values."[15].

“Anchors represent the frequent initial width and height of the objects in terms of output
network resolution. The bias match parameter is used only for training. The detected object
will have width, height the same as in one of the anchors when bias match=1. When bias
match=0, the neural network refines the width, height of anchor.The anchors applied are of
COCO dataset."[15].

“At every YOLO layer, jitter is 0.3, ignore thresh is 0.5 and truth thresh is 1. Jitter can range
from 0-1 and is used to crop images during training for data augmentation. The larger the
value of Jitter, the more invariance happens to the neural network to change the size and
aspect ratio of the objects."[15].

“Thresh is a minimum threshold of IOU (Intersection Over Union) considered during train-
ing. IOU (Intersection over Union), which is the fraction of the area of overlap to the area of
union between the anchor box and the ground truth."[15].

The training was carried out for 50 epochs. The lowest training loss was found to be
0.004817 at 48.670898th epoch and the lowest validation loss was found to be 0.018924
at 49th epoch. The training loss curve is above validation loss curve which shows the good
efficiency of the system.
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The training and validation charts obtained are as follows.

Figure 3.9: Loss (Vertical) vs Iterations (Horizontal) graph for Training data

Figure 3.10: Loss (Vertical) vs Iterations (Horizontal) graph for Validation data

The total training time duration in the above-mentioned hardware was 7 hours 27 minutes 12
seconds. The GPU memory consumed during training was 10369 MB.

After completion of the training process, the required model was obtained which was ready
for testing. The model generated a weight file which could be used for testing on new im-
ages and videos. YOLOv3 is based on the darknet, which is a C++ framework. But python
implementation of this model was done using PyTorch.
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The flowchart for training and testing the YOLOv3 model using custom dataset is as follows.

Figure 3.11: Flowchart representation of training and YOLOv3 model with custom data
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3.2 Tracking using Deep SORT

3.2.1 Data Collection

For tracking implementation using Deep SORT, first the person re-identification model is to
be trained using Deep Cosine Metric Learning. It required thousands of images of different
individuals. Around 25,000 images of 1701 different individuals at different lighting con-
ditions were collected, cropped into 128×64 pixels. The sample of the images used are as
follows.

Figure 3.12: Sample images for Deep Cosine Metric Learning (Human Tracking)

The training and test sets were split into 80% and 20% respectively and both were structured
as follows.

Figure 3.13: Train and Test data structure for training using Deep Cosine Metric Learning
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3.2.2 Training the Person Re-Identification model

The person re-identification model was trained with the same hardware setup used for train-
ing YOLOv3 model previously with the above-mentioned data and the following training
configuration.

batch size= 64
no. of epochs= 40
learning rate= 0.1
momentum= 0.9
weight decay= 5e-4

learning decay= 0.1 after every 20 epochs

“The learning rate is a parameter that determines how much an updating step influences the
current value of the weights or by what extent newly acquired information overrides old in-
formation. The weight decay is an additional term in the weight update rule that causes the
weights to exponentially decay to zero if no other update is scheduled.",[16].

The weight updates fluctuate quite a bit. That is why a parameter momentum is used to pe-
nalize large weight changes between iterations. At the beginning of the training process, the
learning rate needs to be high but as the training process moves forward, the weights need to
change less aggressively. Learning decay handles the rate by which the learning rate needs
to be reduced which speeds up the learning algorithm.

The model was trained for 40 epochs. The minimum training loss found to be 0.42894 and
the minimum validation loss obtained was 0.69529.

Similarly, the maximum training accuracy was 86.355 and the maximum validation accuracy
was found to be 83.675.

The training was completed in 40.93 minutes and consumed 9376 MB of GPU memory.
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The training charts obtained are as follows.

Figure 3.14: Plot for the training loss and validation loss of the original model

Figure 3.15: Plot for the training accuracy and validation accuracy of the original model

Then the obtained weight was used in the Deep SORT algorithm to track human beings. The
appearance descriptor was provided by thus obtained weight.
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3.2.3 Modified Person Re-Identification Model

While tracking using the Deep SORT algorithm, the results were satisfactory. There were a
smaller number of identity switches among the persons throughout the video sequence com-
pared to SORT algorithm. Yet, there was the persistence of many identity switches. Thus,
I modified the person re-identification model to improve its performance. I modified the
network architecture to get more features and to increase the accuracy of the trained model
which in turn would improve the tracking efficiency.

The modified CNN architecture of the person re-identification model is as follows.

Figure 3.16: Overview of the modified person re-identification CNN architecture

I tried with various architectures, but this model resulted in maximum accuracy. In this
model, one of the convolutional layers before Max Pooling is removed and eight residual
blocks are used before Average Pooling to get 512 features. Then the Dense layer converts
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it into 256 feature vectors before applying l2 normalization. Addition of many layers also
degraded the performance because by going deep, the feature maps couldn't provide enough
spatial resolution. Instead of ELU, I used Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function
in this model.

I used a similar configuration to that of the original model. The training accuracy was in-
creased to 97.747 and the validation accuracy was 96.368. The training loss and validation
loss was 0.08731 and 0.13035 respectively.

The training time was 58.54 minutes and consumed 9452 MB of GPU memory.

The training charts for the modified model are as follows.

Figure 3.17: Plot for the training loss and validation loss of the modified model
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Figure 3.18: Plot for the training accuracy and validation accuracy of the modified model

When the original person re-identification model weight was replaced by the modified weight,
the Deep SORT algorithm showed an even smaller number of identity switches. It also re-
sulted in increased tracking accuracy and precision.
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3.2.4 Vehicle Tracking

To further test Deep SORT, the algorithm was applied for vehicle tracking as well. To de-
tect vehicles, the original YOLOv3 weight file was used. Similar to person re-identification
model, vehicle re-identification model was trained using the Deep Cosine Metric Learning.
All the image specifications were exactly same as during training person re-identification
model. Over 33,000 images of 600 different vehicle models were collected and resized into
128×64 pixels. The sample of the images used are as follows.

Figure 3.19: Sample images for Deep Cosine Metric Learning (Vehicle Tracking)

The images were separated into training data and test data in exactly the same pattern as
that of human tracking as shown in 3.13. The training charts obtained while training the
original re-identification model using the same configuration as that of human tracking are
as follows.

Figure 3.20: Plot for the training loss and validation loss of the original model
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Figure 3.21: Plot for the training accuracy and validation accuracy of the original model

The training loss and validation loss obtained at the end of 40th epoch was 0.51079 and
0.59293 respectively and the training accuracy and validation accuracy was 85.843 and
83.234 respectively.

Similarly, The training charts obtained while training the modified re-identification model
are shown in the next page.
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Figure 3.22: Plot for the training loss and validation loss of the modified model

Figure 3.23: Plot for the training accuracy and validation accuracy of the modified model

The training loss and validation loss obtained at the end of 40th epoch was 0.10816 and
0.16873 respectively and the training accuracy and validation accuracy was 95.747 and
92.705 respectively.
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussions

The obtained model was able to detect the humans as well as classify whether the fan and
television screen was on or off. This model successfully predicted the status of moving fan in
low light and dark condition which clearly is impossible with naked eyes. The performance
of the model is quite good though there are few mispredictions. The model fails to predict
certain classes on a few scenarios like background reflection on the television screen when
it is off when people are very close to each other. There are few cases in which the class
FAN_OFF is mispredicted as FAN_ON as they look very similar.

4.1 Results of Detection using YOLOv3

The test dataset consists of 295 images which are the combination of images during all the
possible lighting conditions i.e. normal light, low light and night vision. It contains the
objects of all the 5 classes. The following results as correct detections, missed cases, wrong
and dual detections as follows.

Figure 4.1: Correct prediction in a low light condition
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Figure 4.2: Terminal Output of Figure 4.1

Figure 4.3: Correct prediction in a normal light condition
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Figure 4.4: Terminal Output of Figure 4.3

Figure 4.5: Correct prediction in a night vision (IR) condition
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Figure 4.6: Terminal Output of Figure 4.5

Figure 4.7: Correct prediction in a low light condition
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Figure 4.8: Terminal Output of Figure 4.7

Figure 4.9: Correct prediction in a low light condition
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Figure 4.10: Terminal Output of Figure 4.9

Figure 4.11: Correct prediction in a normal light condition
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Figure 4.12: Terminal Output of Figure 4.11

Figure 4.13: Correct prediction in a normal light condition
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Figure 4.14: Correct prediction in a night vision (IR) condition

Figure 4.15: Correct prediction in a night vision (IR) condition
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Figure 4.16: Missed prediction (The system fails to detect HUMAN)

Figure 4.17: Missed prediction (The system fails to detect HUMAN)
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Figure 4.18: Terminal Output of Figure 4.17

Figure 4.19: Wrong prediction (The system misclassfies FAN_OFF as FAN_ON)
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Figure 4.20: Terminal Output of Figure 4.19

Figure 4.21: Wrong prediction (The system misclassifies FAN_OFF as FAN_ON)
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Figure 4.22: Missed prediction (The system fails to detect TV_OFF)

Figure 4.23: Missed prediction (The system fails to detect HUMAN)
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Figure 4.24: Dual Detection (The system detects FAN_ON as both FAN_OFF and FAN_ON)

Figure 4.25: Terminal Output of Figure 4.22, Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24

The average time per image for prediction is 0.156 seconds. While testing the system on
the video on real-time, the frames per second vary with the resolution of the video. For
160p video, the system runs around 25 frames per second. While running it on, 608p, the
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FPS was found to be 18 to 21 and for 1080p, the system runs only at 4 to 5 FPS. The memory.

The GPU memory used while testing on the video of 160 was 1201 MB. Similarly, for 608p
and 1080p video, 1894 MB and 8886 MB GPU memory was used respectively.

The GPU memory consumed while training the system was 10369 MB and it took 7 hours
27 minutes 12 seconds to train the system.

Figure 4.26: GPU memory consumption while training the system
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4.2 Detection Performance of the system

The performance of the neural network is using Mean Average Precision (mAP), which is
criterium defined in the PASCAL VOC 2012 competition. It is the average of total average
precisions of each class.

The test dataset containing 295 images with all 5 classes is used. The accuracy is calculated
based on the following parameters.

• True Positive (TP): The case in which the neural network predicted true, and it is
correct. Detection with IOU ≥ threshold.

• True Negative (TN): The case in which the neural network predicted false, but it is
wrong. TN is all possible bounding boxes that were correctly not detected (so many
possible boxes within an image). That’s why it is not used by the metrics.

• False Positive (FP): The case in which the neural network predicted true, but it is
wrong. Detection with IOU < threshold.

• False Negative (FN): The cases in which the neural network predicted false, and it is
correct. A ground truth not detected.

• Precision = TP / (TP + FP). It is the ability of a model to identify only the relevant
objects.

• Recall = TP / (TP + FN). It is the ability of a model to find all the relevant cases (all
ground truth bounding boxes).

First, Average Precision (AP) is calculated for each of the classes present in the ground-truth.
Finally, the mAP (mean Average Precision) value is calculated.

1. Calculate AP

First, the neural net predicted objects are sorted by decreasing confidence and are assigned
to ground-truth objects. It is "a match" when they share the same label and an IOU ≥ 0.5
(Intersection over Union greater than 50%). This "match" is considered a true positive if
that ground-truth object has not been already used (to avoid multiple detections of the same
object).

Figure 4.27: Representation of Precision, Recall and Intersection over Union (IOU)

Using this criterium, the precision/recall curve is calculated. “Then a version of the mea-
sured precision/recall curve with precision monotonically decreasing (shown in light red in
the precision/recall graph) is computed, by setting the precision for recall r to the maximum
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precision obtained for any recall r’> r. Finally, the AP is computed as the area under this
curve (shown in light blue in the precision/recall graph) by numerical integration. No ap-
proximation is involved since the curve is piecewise constant."[17].

2.Calculate mAP

The mean of all the AP’s is calculated, resulting in a mAP value from 0 to 100%.

The ground truth information of the test dataset is as given below.

Figure 4.28: Ground Truth information of the test dataset
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The predicted objects'information of the test dataset is as given below.

Figure 4.29: Predicted Objects'information of the test dataset
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The precision/recall curve of all the classes are as follows.

Figure 4.30: Precision/recall curve for the class FAN_OFF

Figure 4.31: Precision/recall curve for the class FAN_ON
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Figure 4.32: Precision/recall curve for the class HUMAN

Figure 4.33: Precision/recall curve for the class TV_OFF
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Figure 4.34: Precision/recall curve for the class TV_ON

Finally, the mAP of the system is as obtained is given below.

Figure 4.35: mAP of the system
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4.3 Results of Tracking using Deep SORT with Original Person Re-Id Model

The system was tested on 100 different videos which consist of different lighting and weather
conditions, varying speed of movement of people and included some sports videos. Deep
SORT clearly outperformed the SORT algorithm but still had many identity switches. Some
of the results are presented below.

Figure 4.36: Identity switch (Before)

Figure 4.37: Identity switch (After)
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Figure 4.38: Identity switch (Before)

Figure 4.39: Identity switch (After)
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4.4 Results of Tracking using Deep SORT with Modified Person Re-Id Model

The modified model reduced the number of identity switches on the same videos and made
the tracking performance better. The following figures show the retention of identity by the
modified model.

Figure 4.40: Retention of identity (Before)

Figure 4.41: Retention of identity (After)
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Figure 4.42: Retention of identity (Before)

Figure 4.43: Retention of identity (After)
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There were a few cases in which identity switches prevailed. When the people were similarly
dressed or appeared similar, during extreme sports, the tracking was passable.

Figure 4.44: Identity switch on similarly dressed persons (Before)

Figure 4.45: Identity switch on similarly dressed persons (After)
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Figure 4.46: Identity switch on similarly dressed persons (Before)

Figure 4.47: Identity switch on similarly dressed persons (After)
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Figure 4.48: Identity switch on similarly dressed persons (Before)

Figure 4.49: Identity switch on similarly dressed persons (After)
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The following Figure 4.50 is a result of video of a springboard competition. The person is
rotating his body in the air before diving into the pool during which there are so many pose
variations which are hardly detected by the detector. Hence, the tracking failed miserably.

Figure 4.50: Tracking sequence of the springboard player

After the tracking implementation, the system ran at 7-10 FPS on a 1920x1080p video. But
the frame rate visibly depended on the number of detections. Higher the number the of
detections, lower the frame rate. The GPU memory consumed was 9653 MB while testing.
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4.5 Comparison of Results between the Original Model and Modified Model

The number of identity switches on the 100 different test videos while tracking by imple-
menting the original CNN model and modified model were counted. The results thus ob-
tained is as shown below. Clearly, there were far less number of identity switches while
using the modified CNN model on the same videos.

Figure 4.51: Comparison of Results between the Original Model and Modified Model
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4.6 Results of Vehicle Tracking using Deep SORT

4.6.1 Tracking with the Original Model

During vehicle tracking too, the number of identity switches were found to be more while
using the original model. The results are as follows.

Figure 4.52: Identity switch (Before)

Figure 4.53: Identity switch (After)

No. of identity switches in the above video = 46
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4.6.2 Tracking with the Modified Model

There were far less identity switches while using the modified model. The results are as
follows.

Figure 4.54: Retention of Identity (Before)

Figure 4.55: Retention of Identity (After)

No. of identity switches in the above video = 33
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4.7 Tracking Performance of the system

For the evaluation of Multiple Object Tracking, MOT-16 benchmark has been used. It is a
standardized benchmark to compare tracking methods. “It provides a set of 14 sequences
with more crowded scenarios, different viewpoints, camera motions, and weather condi-
tions. Most importantly, the annotations for all sequences have been carried out by qualified
researchers from scratch following a strict protocol, and finally double-checked to ensure
highest annotation accuracy. Not only pedestrians are annotated, but also vehicles, sitting
people, occluding objects, as well as other significant object classes." [18].

4.7.1 Data Format

All images were converted to JPEG format and named sequentially to a 6-digit file name
(e.g. 000001.jpg). The data format is as shown below.

<frame>, <id>, <bb_left>, <bb_top>, <bb_width>, <bb_height>, <conf>, <x>,
<y>

where

frame = frame no.

id = ID no.

bb_left, bb_right = top left position of the bounding box

bb_width, bb_height= width and height of the bounding box

conf = confidence score

x = type of object annotated (pedestrian, occluder, distractor)

y = visibility ratio of the bounding box (due to occlusion)

According to MOT challenge 2016, “For the ground truth and results files, the 7th value
(confidence score) acts as a flag whether the entry is to be considered. A value of 0 means
that this instance is ignored in the evaluation, while a value of 1 is used to mark it as active.
The 8th number indicates the type of object annotated. The last number shows the visibility
ratio of each bounding box. This can be due to occlusion by another static or moving object,
or due to image border cropping."[18].
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4.7.2 Evaluation Metrics

According to [19], “To allow a better understanding of the proposed metrics, we first explain
what qualities we expect from an ideal multiple object tracker. It should at all points in time
find the correct number of objects present; and estimate the position of each object as pre-
cisely as possible (note that properties such as the contour, orientation, or speed of objects
are not explicitly considered here). It should also keep consistent track of each object over
time: each object should be assigned a unique track ID which stays constant throughout the
sequence (even after temporary occlusion, etc.)."

MOT-16 intuitively expresses the evaluation in two numbers-MOTP and MOTA.

• Multiple Object Tracking Precision (MOTP): expresses how well exact positions of
persons are estimated.

• Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA): shows how many mistakes the tracker
made in terms of misses, false positives, mismatches, failures to recover tracks.

“Intersection-over-union is a key parameter in both families of metrics which determines if
a bounding box is matched to an annotation or not."[19].

All the matching strategies are based on [19]. In order to handle special cases like upright
people, sitting people, reflections, etc., it adapts the tracker-to-target assignment algorithm
to perform the following steps.

1. At each frame, all bounding boxes of the result file are matched to the ground truth via
the Hungarian algorithm.

2. All result boxes that overlap > 50% with one of these classes (distractor, static person,
reflection, the person on vehicle) are removed from the solution.

3. During the final evaluation, only those boxes that are annotated as pedestrians are used.

MOTA and MOTP are expressed as follows.

MOTA= 1−
∑
t(FNt+FPt+ IDSWt)∑

tGTt
(4.1)

where

FNt= No.of False Negative,
FPt= No. of False Positive,
IDSWt= No. of Identity Switches,
GTt= No. of Ground truth objects
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MOTP =
∑
t,i dt,i∑
t ct

(4.2)

where

dt,i= bounding box overlap of target i with its assigned ground truth object,
ct= number of matches in frame t

4.7.3 Results

The above-mentioned metric was calculated on the videos provided by MOT-16 benchmark.
The sequences provided by the benchmark (14 videos) were used for finding parameters.
The results of Deep SORT tracking with both the original person re-identification model and
my modified model are as follows.

Table 4.1: MOT Results

Tracking System MOTA MOTP MT ML ID FM FP FN

Deep SORT + Faster-

RCNN (original Re-Id

model)

61.4 79.1 32.8% 18.2% 781 2008 12852 56668

Deep SORT + Faster-

RCNN (modified Re-Id

model)

72.2 81.3 33.2% 17.5% 652 1425 6123 52524

Deep SORT +

YOLOv3 (original

Re-Id model)

56.9 76.3 28.2% 20.9% 824 2241 15882 57048

Deep SORT +

YOLOv3(modified

Re-Id model)

64.2 81.7 37.3% 16.2% 686 1985 12266 54089

where
“Multi-Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA): Summary of overall tracking accuracy in
terms of false positives, false negatives, and identity switches
Multi-Object Tracking Precision (MOTP): Summary of overall tracking precision in terms
of bounding box overlap between ground-truth and reported location
Mostly Tracked (MT): Percentage of ground-truth tracks that have the same label for at
least 80% of their life span
Mostly Lost (ML): Percentage of ground-truth tracks that are tracked for at most 20% of
their life span
Identity switches (ID): Number of times the reported identity of a ground-truth track changes
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Fragmentation (FM): Number of times a track is interrupted by a missing detection" [18].

With the modification in original person re-identification architecture, the tracking accuracy
and precision both were increased with significant decrease in identity switching.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion, Recommendations and Future Works

5.1 Conclusion

With the implementation of YOLOv3 object detection system, 5 classes i.e. FAN_OFF,
FAN_ON, TV_OFF, TV_ON, and HUMAN were successfully detected at various lighting
conditions and different environment. A CCTV camera was installed at the corner of the
room at the height of 8 feet out of which continuous live stream video of the room was ob-
tained. As a result, this system can successfully detect whether there is a presence of human
beings in the scene or not and differentiate if the electric appliances (fan and television) are
on or off with high accuracy even in complete darkness.

Deep SORT tracking algorithm has been applied to the detected human beings to track their
movement for increasing reliability in home automation. It takes the area covered by the
bounding box of YOLOv3 output as input and performs tracking on each of them. The
original model gave satisfactory performance, but it could still be improved by reducing the
number of identity switches.

By changing the architecture of the original person re-identification, the classification accu-
racy was increased which in turn led to an increase in tracking performance by a reduction
in the number of identity switches. It resulted in improvement in multiple tracking accuracy
and precision by 2.8 and 2.6 respectively.

This study attempts to replace the traditional method of using sensors for home automation
using deep learning and computer vision as the output of this system can directly be used to
control the appliances.

5.2 Recommendations and Future Works

• NVIDIA GTX 1080 TI is used for this study which is one of the powerful graphics
processing units. But more powerful GPU, NVIDIA GTX 2080 TI has been released.
Training and running the system on such hardware improve the system performance
in terms of speed.

• If the system is trained with a much greater number of images collected at a different
distance, angles and pose variations, it would result in higher accuracy and precision.
In this system, the television and fan must be facing the camera for correct detection.
If any data collected from back view and sideways are used, they could be detected
even if the front face of television and fan are not towards the camera.

• Similarly, the system can be expanded for other electrical devices. The tracking can
be implemented not only for humans and vehicles, but for other moving objects too.
The tracking of multiple classes in the same video, for e.g. tracking both humans and
vehicles in the same scene can be implemented.
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Appendix

Codes

Original Re-Id Model

import torch
import torch.nn as nn
import torch.nn.functional as F

class BasicBlock(nn.Module):
def __init__(self, c_in, c_out,is_downsample=False):

super(BasicBlock,self).__init__()
self.is_downsample = is_downsample
if is_downsample:

self.conv1 = nn.Conv2d(c_in, c_out, 3, stride=2, 
padding=1, bias=False) else:

self.conv1 = nn.Conv2d(c_in, c_out, 3, stride=1, 
padding=1, bias=False) self.bn1 = nn.BatchNorm2d(c_out)
self.relu = nn.ReLU(True)
self.conv2 = nn.Conv2d(c_out,c_out,3,stride=1,padding=1, 
bias=False) self.bn2 = nn.BatchNorm2d(c_out)
if is_downsample:

self.downsample = nn.Sequential(
nn.Conv2d(c_in, c_out, 1, stride=2, bias=False),
nn.BatchNorm2d(c_out)

)
elif c_in != c_out:

self.downsample = nn.Sequential(
nn.Conv2d(c_in, c_out, 1, stride=1, bias=False),
nn.BatchNorm2d(c_out)

)
self.is_downsample = True

def forward(self,x):
y = self.conv1(x)
y = self.bn1(y)
y = self.relu(y)
y = self.conv2(y)
y = self.bn2(y)
if self.is_downsample:

x = self.downsample(x)

def make_layers(c_in,c_out,repeat_times, is_downsample=False):
blocks = []
for i in range(repeat_times):

if i ==0:
blocks += [BasicBlock(c_in,c_out, is_downsample=is_downsample),]

else:
blocks += [BasicBlock(c_out,c_out),]
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return nn.Sequential(*blocks)

class Net(nn.Module):
def __init__(self, num_classes=625 ,reid=False):

super(Net,self).__init__()
# 3 128 64
self.conv = nn.Sequential(

nn.Conv2d(3,32,3,stride=1,padding=1),
nn.BatchNorm2d(32),
nn.ELU(inplace=True),
nn.Conv2d(32,32,3,stride=1,padding=1),
nn.BatchNorm2d(32),
nn.ELU(inplace=True),
nn.MaxPool2d(3,2,padding=1),

)
# 32 64 32
self.layer1 = make_layers(32,32,2,False)
# 32 64 32
self.layer2 = make_layers(32,64,2,True)
# 64 32 16
self.layer3 = make_layers(64,128,2,True)
# 128 16 8
self.dense = nn.Sequential(

nn.Dropout(p=0.6),
nn.Linear(128*16*8, 128),
nn.BatchNorm1d(128),
nn.ELU(inplace=True)

)
# 256 1 1
self.reid = reid
self.batch_norm = nn.BatchNorm1d(128)
self.classifier = nn.Sequential(

nn.Linear(128, num_classes),
)

def forward(self, x):
x = self.conv(x)
x = self.layer1(x)
x = self.layer2(x)
x = self.layer3(x)

x = x.view(x.size(0),-1)
if self.reid:

x = self.dense[0](x)
x = self.dense[1](x)
x = x.div(x.norm(p=2,dim=1,keepdim=True))
return x

x = self.dense(x)
# B x 128
# classifier
x = self.classifier(x)
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return x

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
net = Net(reid=True)
x = torch.randn(4,3,128,64)
y = net(x)
import ipdb; ipdb.set_trace()
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Modified Re-Id Model

import torch
import torch.nn as nn
import torch.nn.functional as F

class BasicBlock(nn.Module):
def __init__(self, c_in, c_out,is_downsample=False):

super(BasicBlock,self).__init__()
self.is_downsample = is_downsample
if is_downsample:

self.conv1 = nn.Conv2d(c_in, c_out, 3, stride=2, padding=1, 
bias=False) else:

self.conv1 = nn.Conv2d(c_in, c_out, 3, stride=1, padding=1, 
bias=False) self.bn1 = nn.BatchNorm2d(c_out)
self.relu = nn.ReLU(True)
self.conv2 = nn.Conv2d(c_out,c_out,3,stride=1,padding=1, 
bias=False) self.bn2 = nn.BatchNorm2d(c_out)
if is_downsample:

self.downsample = nn.Sequential(
nn.Conv2d(c_in, c_out, 1, stride=2, bias=False),
nn.BatchNorm2d(c_out)

)
elif c_in != c_out:

self.downsample = nn.Sequential(
nn.Conv2d(c_in, c_out, 1, stride=1, bias=False),
nn.BatchNorm2d(c_out)

)
self.is_downsample = True

def forward(self,x):
y = self.conv1(x)
y = self.bn1(y)
y = self.relu(y)
y = self.conv2(y)
y = self.bn2(y)
if self.is_downsample:

x = self.downsample(x)

def make_layers(c_in,c_out,repeat_times, is_downsample=False):
blocks = []
for i in range(repeat_times):

if i ==0:
blocks += [BasicBlock(c_in,c_out, 

is_downsample=is_downsample),] else:
blocks += [BasicBlock(c_out,c_out),]

return nn.Sequential(*blocks)

class Net(nn.Module):
def __init__(self, num_classes=751 ,reid=False):
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super(Net,self).__init__()
# 3 128 64
self.conv = nn.Sequential(

nn.Conv2d(3,64,3,stride=1,padding=1),
nn.BatchNorm2d(64),
nn.ReLU(inplace=True),
# nn.Conv2d(32,32,3,stride=1,padding=1),
# nn.BatchNorm2d(32),
# nn.ReLU(inplace=True),
nn.MaxPool2d(3,2,padding=1),

)
# 32 64 32
self.layer1 = make_layers(64,64,2,False)
# 32 64 32
self.layer2 = make_layers(64,128,2,True)
# 64 32 16
self.layer3 = make_layers(128,256,2,True)
# 128 16 8
self.layer4 = make_layers(256,512,2,True)
# 256 8 4
self.avgpool = nn.AvgPool2d((8,4),1)
# 256 1 1
self.reid = reid
self.classifier = nn.Sequential(

nn.Linear(512, 256),
nn.BatchNorm1d(256),
nn.ReLU(inplace=True),
nn.Dropout(),
nn.Linear(256, num_classes),

)

def forward(self, x):
x = self.conv(x)
x = self.layer1(x)
x = self.layer2(x)
x = self.layer3(x)
x = self.layer4(x)
x = self.avgpool(x)
x = x.view(x.size(0),-1)
# B x 128
if self.reid:

x = x.div(x.norm(p=2,dim=1,keepdim=True))
return x

# classifier
x = self.classifier(x)
return x

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
net = Net()
x = torch.randn(4,3,128,64)
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y = net(x)
import ipdb; ipdb.set_trace()
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Deep SORT

import numpy as np

from deep.feature_extractor import Extractor
from sort.nn_matching import NearestNeighborDistanceMetric
from sort.preprocessing import non_max_suppression
from sort.detection import Detection
from sort.tracker import Tracker

class DeepSort(object):
def __init__(self, model_path):

self.min_confidence = 0.3
self.nms_max_overlap = 1.0

self.extractor = Extractor(model_path, use_cuda=True)

max_cosine_distance = 0.2
nn_budget = 100
metric = NearestNeighborDistanceMetric("cosine", 
max_cosine_distance, nn_budget) self.tracker = 
Tracker(metric)

def update(self, bbox_xywh, confidences, ori_img):

if conf>self.min_confidence]

self.height, self.width = ori_img.shape[:2]
# generate detections
features = self._get_features(bbox_xywh, ori_img)
detections = [Detection(bbox_xywh[i], conf, features[i]) for 
i,conf in enumerate(confidences)

# run on non-maximum supression
boxes = np.array([d.tlwh for d in detections])
scores = np.array([d.confidence for d in detections])
indices = non_max_suppression( boxes, self.nms_max_overlap, 
scores)
detections = [detections[i] for i in indices]

# update tracker
self.tracker.predict()
self.tracker.update(detections)

# output bbox identities
outputs = []
for track in self.tracker.tracks:

if len(outputs) > 0:
outputs = np.stack(outputs,axis=0)

return outputs
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def _xywh_to_xyxy(self, bbox_xywh):
x,y,w,h = bbox_xywh
x1 = max(int(x-w/2),0)
x2 = min(int(x+w/2),self.width-1)
y1 = max(int(y-h/2),0)
y2 = min(int(y+h/2),self.height-1)
return x1,y1,x2,y2

def _get_features(self, bbox_xywh, ori_img):
features = []
for box in bbox_xywh:

x1,y1,x2,y2 = self._xywh_to_xyxy(box)
im = ori_img[y1:y2,x1:x2]
feature = self.extractor(im)[0]
features.append(feature)

if len(features):
features = np.stack(features, axis=0)

else:
features = np.array([])

return features

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
pass
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Running Deep SORT

import os
import cv2
import numpy as np

from YOLO3 import YOLO3
from deep_sort import DeepSort
from util import COLORS_10, draw_bboxes

import time

class Detector(object):
def __init__(self):

is_xywh=True)
self.vdo = cv2.VideoCapture()
self.yolo3 = YOLO3("YOLO3/cfg/yolo_v3.cfg","YOLO3/
yolov3.weights","YOLO3/cfg/coco.names", self.deepsort = 
DeepSort("deep/checkpoint/ckpt.t7")
self.class_names = self.yolo3.class_names
self.write_video = True

def open(self, video_path):

im_height))

assert os.path.isfile(video_path), "Error: path error"
self.vdo.open(video_path)
self.im_width = int(self.vdo.get(cv2.CAP_PROP_FRAME_WIDTH))
self.im_height = 
int(self.vdo.get(cv2.CAP_PROP_FRAME_HEIGHT))
self.area = 0, 0, self.im_width, self.im_height
if self.write_video:

fourcc = cv2.VideoWriter_fourcc(*’MJPG’)
self.output = cv2.VideoWriter("demo.avi", fourcc, 20, 
(self.im_width,self. return self.vdo.isOpened()

def detect(self):
xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax = self.area
while self.vdo.grab():

start = time.time()
_, ori_im = self.vdo.retrieve()
im = ori_im[ymin:ymax, xmin:xmax, (2,1,0)]
bbox_xywh, cls_conf, cls_ids = self.yolo3(im)
if bbox_xywh is not None:

mask = cls_ids==0
bbox_xywh = bbox_xywh[mask]
bbox_xywh[:,3] *= 1.2
cls_conf = cls_conf[mask]
outputs = self.deepsort.update(bbox_xywh, cls_conf, im)
if len(outputs) > 0:

bbox_xyxy = outputs[:,:4]
identities = outputs[:,-1]
ori_im = draw_bboxes(ori_im, bbox_xyxy, identities, 
offset=(xmin,

ymin))

end = time.time()
print("time: {}s, fps: {}".format(end-start, 1/(end-start)))
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cv2.imshow("test", ori_im)
cv2.waitKey(1)

if self.write_video:
self.output.write(ori_im)

if __name__=="__main__":
import sys
if len(sys.argv) == 1:

print("Usage: python demo_yolo3_deepsort.py 
[YOUR_VIDEO_PATH]") else:

cv2.namedWindow("test", cv2.WINDOW_NORMAL)
cv2.resizeWindow("test", 800,600)
det = Detector()
det.open(sys.argv[1])
det.detect()
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Util

import os
import cv2
import numpy as np

from YOLO3 import YOLO3
from deep_sort import DeepSort
from util import COLORS_10, draw_bboxes

import time

class Detector(object):
def __init__(self):

is_xywh=True)
self.vdo = cv2.VideoCapture()
self.yolo3 = YOLO3("YOLO3/cfg/yolo_v3.cfg","YOLO3/
yolov3.weights","YOLO3/cfg/coco.names", self.deepsort = 
DeepSort("deep/checkpoint/ckpt.t7")
self.class_names = self.yolo3.class_names
self.write_video = True

def open(self, video_path):

im_height))

assert os.path.isfile(video_path), "Error: path error"
self.vdo.open(video_path)
self.im_width = int(self.vdo.get(cv2.CAP_PROP_FRAME_WIDTH))
self.im_height = int(self.vdo.get(cv2.CAP_PROP_FRAME_HEIGHT))
self.area = 0, 0, self.im_width, self.im_height
if self.write_video:

fourcc = cv2.VideoWriter_fourcc(*’MJPG’)
self.output = cv2.VideoWriter("demo.avi", fourcc, 20, 
(self.im_width,self. return self.vdo.isOpened()

def detect(self):
xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax = self.area
while self.vdo.grab():

start = time.time()
_, ori_im = self.vdo.retrieve()
im = ori_im[ymin:ymax, xmin:xmax, (2,1,0)]
bbox_xywh, cls_conf, cls_ids = self.yolo3(im)
if bbox_xywh is not None:

mask = cls_ids==0
bbox_xywh = bbox_xywh[mask]
bbox_xywh[:,3] *= 1.2
cls_conf = cls_conf[mask]
outputs = self.deepsort.update(bbox_xywh, cls_conf, im)
if len(outputs) > 0:

bbox_xyxy = outputs[:,:4]
identities = outputs[:,-1]
ori_im = draw_bboxes(ori_im, bbox_xyxy, identities, 
offset=(xmin,

ymin))

end = time.time()
print("time: {}s, fps: {}".format(end-start, 1/(end-
start)))
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cv2.imshow("test", ori_im)
cv2.waitKey(1)

if self.write_video:
self.output.write(ori_im)

if __name__=="__main__":
import sys
if len(sys.argv) == 1:

print("Usage: python demo_yolo3_deepsort.py [YOUR_VIDEO_PATH]")
else:

cv2.namedWindow("test", cv2.WINDOW_NORMAL)
cv2.resizeWindow("test", 800,600)
det = Detector()
det.open(sys.argv[1])
det.detect()
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Feature Extractor

import torch
import torchvision.transforms as transforms
import numpy as np
import cv2

from .model import Net

class Extractor(object):
def __init__(self, model_path, use_cuda=True):

self.net = Net(reid=True)
self.device = "cuda" if torch.cuda.is_available() and use_cuda 
else "cpu" state_dict = torch.load(model_path)[’net_dict’]
self.net.load_state_dict(state_dict)
print("Loading weights from {}... Done!".format(model_path))
self.net.to(self.device)
self.norm = transforms.Normalize([0.485, 0.456, 0.406], [0.229, 
0.224, 0.225])

def __call__(self, img):
assert isinstance(img, np.ndarray), "type error"
img = img.astype(np.float)#/255.
img = cv2.resize(img, (64,128))
img = torch.from_numpy(img).float().permute(2,0,1)
img = self.norm(img).unsqueeze(0)
with torch.no_grad():

img = img.to(self.device)
feature = self.net(img)

return feature.cpu().numpy()

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
img = cv2.imread("demo.jpg")[:,:,(2,1,0)]
extr = Extractor("checkpoint/ckpt.t7")
feature = extr(img)
print(feature.shape)
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Darknet

import numpy as np
from cfg import *
from region_layer import RegionLayer
from yolo_layer import YoloLayer
#from layers.batchnorm.bn import BN2d

class MaxPoolStride1(nn.Module):
def __init__(self):

super(MaxPoolStride1, self).__init__()

def forward(self, x):
x = F.max_pool2d(F.pad(x, (0,1,0,1), mode=’replicate’), 2, 
stride=1) return x

class Upsample(nn.Module):
def __init__(self, stride=2):

super(Upsample, self).__init__()
self.stride = stride

def forward(self, x):
stride = self.stride
assert(x.data.dim() == 4)
B = x.data.size(0)
C = x.data.size(1)
H = x.data.size(2)
W = x.data.size(3)
ws = stride
hs = stride

C, H*hs, W*ws)x = x.view(B, C, H, 1, W, 1).expand(B, C, H, hs, W, 
ws).contiguous().view(B, return x

class Reorg(nn.Module):
def __init__(self, stride=2):

super(Reorg, self).__init__()
self.stride = stride

def forward(self, x):
stride = self.stride
assert(x.data.dim() == 4)
B = x.data.size(0)
C = x.data.size(1)
H = x.data.size(2)
W = x.data.size(3)
assert(H % stride == 0)
assert(W % stride == 0)
ws = stride
hs = stride
x = x.view(B, C, H//hs, hs, W//ws, 
ws).transpose(3,4).contiguous() x = x.view(B, C, (H//
hs)*(W//ws), hs*ws).transpose(2,3).contiguous() x = 
x.view(B, C, hs*ws, H//hs, W//
ws).transpose(1,2).contiguous() x = x.view(B, hs*ws*C, H//
hs, W//ws)
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return x

class GlobalAvgPool2d(nn.Module):
def __init__(self):

super(GlobalAvgPool2d, self).__init__()

def forward(self, x):
N = x.data.size(0)
C = x.data.size(1)
H = x.data.size(2)
W = x.data.size(3)
x = F.avg_pool2d(x, (H, W))
x = x.view(N, C)
return x

# for route and shortcut
class EmptyModule(nn.Module):

def __init__(self):
super(EmptyModule, self).__init__()

def forward(self, x):
return x

# support route shortcut and reorg

class Darknet(nn.Module):
def getLossLayers(self):

loss_layers = []
for m in self.models:

if isinstance(m, RegionLayer) or isinstance(m, YoloLayer):
loss_layers.append(m)

return loss_layers

def __init__(self, cfgfile, use_cuda=True):
super(Darknet, self).__init__()
self.use_cuda = use_cuda
self.blocks = parse_cfg(cfgfile)
self.models = self.create_network(self.blocks) # merge conv, 
bn,leaky self.loss_layers = self.getLossLayers()

#self.width = int(self.blocks[0][’width’])
#self.height = int(self.blocks[0][’height’])

if len(self.loss_layers) > 0:
last = len(self.loss_layers)-1
self.anchors = self.loss_layers[last].anchors
self.num_anchors = self.loss_layers[last].num_anchors
self.anchor_step = self.loss_layers[last].anchor_step
self.num_classes = self.loss_layers[last].num_classes

# default format : major=0, minor=1
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self.header = torch.IntTensor([0,1,0,0])
self.seen = 0

def forward(self, x):
ind = -2
self.loss_layers = None
outputs = dict()
out_boxes = dict()
outno = 0
for block in self.blocks:

’avgpool’, ’softmax’, ’connected’]:

ind = ind + 1

if block[’type’] == ’net’:
continue

elif block[’type’] in [’convolutional’, ’maxpool’, ’reorg’, 
’upsample’,

x = self.models[ind](x)
outputs[ind] = x

elif block[’type’] == ’route’:layers = block[’layers’].split(’,’)
layers = [int(i) if int(i) > 0 else int(i)+ind for i in 
layers] if len(layers) == 1:

x = outputs[layers[0]] elif len(layers) == 2:

x1 = outputs[layers[0]]
x2 = outputs[layers[1]]
x = torch.cat((x1,x2),1)

outputs[ind] = x
elif block[’type’] == ’shortcut’:

from_layer = int(block[’from’])
activation = block[’activation’]
from_layer = from_layer if from_layer > 0 else 
from_layer + ind x1 = outputs[from_layer]
x2 = outputs[ind-1]
x = x1 + x2
if activation == ’leaky’:

x = F.leaky_relu(x, 0.1, inplace=True)
elif activation == ’relu’:

x = F.relu(x, inplace=True)
outputs[ind] = x

elif block[’type’] in [ ’region’, ’yolo’]:
boxes = self.models[ind].get_mask_boxes(x)
out_boxes[outno]= boxes
outno += 1
outputs[ind] = None

elif block[’type’] == ’cost’:
continue

else:
print(’unknown type %s’ % (block[’type’]))

return x if outno == 0 else out_boxes

def print_network(self):
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print_cfg(self.blocks)

def create_network(self, blocks):
models = nn.ModuleList()

prev_filters = 3
out_filters =[]
prev_stride = 1
out_strides = []
conv_id = 0
ind = -2
for block in blocks:

ind += 1
if block[’type’] == ’net’:

prev_filters = int(block[’channels’])
self.width = int(block[’width’])
self.height = int(block[’height’])
continue

elif block[’type’] == ’convolutional’:
conv_id = conv_id + 1
batch_normalize = int(block[’batch_normalize’])
filters = int(block[’filters’])
kernel_size = int(block[’size’])
stride = int(block[’stride’])
is_pad = int(block[’pad’])
pad = (kernel_size-1)//2 if is_pad else 0
activation = block[’activation’]
model = nn.Sequential()
if batch_normalize:

filters, kernel_size, stride, pad, bias=False))model.add_module(’conv{0}’.format(conv_id), 
nn.Conv2d(prev_filters, 
model.add_module(’bn{0}’.format(conv_id), 
nn.BatchNorm2d(filters)) 
#model.add_module(’bn{0}’.format(conv_id), 
BN2d(filters))

filters, kernel_size, stride, pad))

inplace=True))model.add_module(’leaky{0}’.format(conv_id), 
nn.LeakyReLU(0.1, elif activation == ’relu’:

model.add_module(’relu{0}’.format(conv_id), 
nn.ReLU(inplace=True)) prev_filters = filters
out_filters.append(prev_filters)
prev_stride = stride * prev_stride
out_strides.append(prev_stride)
models.append(model)

elif block[’type’] == ’maxpool’:
pool_size = int(block[’size’])
stride = int(block[’stride’])
if stride > 1:

model = nn.MaxPool2d(pool_size, stride)
else:

model = MaxPoolStride1()
out_filters.append(prev_filters)
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prev_stride = stride * prev_stride
out_strides.append(prev_stride)
models.append(model)

elif block[’type’] == ’avgpool’:
model = GlobalAvgPool2d()
out_filters.append(prev_filters)
models.append(model)

elif block[’type’] == ’softmax’:
model = nn.Softmax()
out_strides.append(prev_stride)
out_filters.append(prev_filters)
models.append(model)

elif block[’type’] == ’cost’:
if block[’_type’] == ’sse’:

model = nn.MSELoss(size_average=True)
elif block[’_type’] == ’L1’:

model = nn.L1Loss(size_average=True)
elif block[’_type’] == ’smooth’:

model = nn.SmoothL1Loss(size_average=True)
out_filters.append(1)
out_strides.append(prev_stride)
models.append(model)

elif block[’type’] == ’reorg’:
stride = int(block[’stride’])
prev_filters = stride * stride * prev_filters
out_filters.append(prev_filters)
prev_stride = prev_stride * stride
out_strides.append(prev_stride)
models.append(Reorg(stride))

elif block[’type’] == ’upsample’:
stride = int(block[’stride’])
out_filters.append(prev_filters)
prev_stride = prev_stride / stride
out_strides.append(prev_stride)
#models.append(nn.Upsample(scale_factor=stride, 
mode=’nearest’)) models.append(Upsample(stride))

elif block[’type’] == ’route’:
layers = block[’layers’].split(’,’)
ind = len(models)
layers = [int(i) if int(i) > 0 else int(i)+ind for i 
in layers] if len(layers) == 1:

prev_filters = out_filters[layers[0]]
prev_stride = out_strides[layers[0]]
elif len(layers) == 2:

assert(layers[0] == ind - 1)
prev_filters = out_filters[layers[0]] + 
out_filters[layers[1]] prev_stride = 
out_strides[layers[0]]

elif block[’type’] == ’shortcut’:
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ind = len(models)
prev_filters = out_filters[ind-1]
out_filters.append(prev_filters)
prev_stride = out_strides[ind-1]
out_strides.append(prev_stride)
models.append(EmptyModule())

elif block[’type’] == ’connected’:
filters = int(block[’output’])
if block[’activation’] == ’linear’:

model = nn.Linear(prev_filters, filters)
elif block[’activation’] == ’leaky’:

model = nn.Sequential(
nn.Linear(prev_filters, filters),
nn.LeakyReLU(0.1, inplace=True))

elif block[’activation’] == ’relu’:
model = nn.Sequential(

nn.Linear(prev_filters, filters),
nn.ReLU(inplace=True))

prev_filters = filters
out_filters.append(prev_filters)
out_strides.append(prev_stride)
models.append(model)

elif block[’type’] == ’region’:
region_layer = RegionLayer(use_cuda=self.use_cuda)
anchors = block[’anchors’].split(’,’)
region_layer.anchors = [float(i) for i in anchors]
region_layer.num_classes = int(block[’classes’])
region_layer.num_anchors = int(block[’num’])
region_layer.anchor_step = len(region_layer.anchors)//
region_layer.num_anchors region_layer.rescore = 
int(block[’rescore’])
region_layer.object_scale = float(block[’object_scale’])
region_layer.noobject_scale = 
float(block[’noobject_scale’]) region_layer.class_scale = 
float(block[’class_scale’])
region_layer.coord_scale = float(block[’coord_scale’])
region_layer.thresh = float(block[’thresh’])
out_filters.append(prev_filters)
out_strides.append(prev_stride)
models.append(region_layer)

yolo_layer = YoloLayer(use_cuda=self.use_cuda)
anchors = block[’anchors’].split(’,’)
anchor_mask = block[’mask’].split(’,’)
yolo_layer.anchor_mask = [int(i) for i in anchor_mask]
yolo_layer.anchors = [float(i) for i in anchors]
yolo_layer.num_classes = int(block[’classes’])
yolo_layer.num_anchors = int(block[’num’])
yolo_layer.anchor_step = len(yolo_layer.anchors)//
yolo_layer.num_anchors try:

yolo_layer.rescore = int(block[’rescore’])
except:
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yolo_layer.ignore_thresh = float(block[’ignore_thresh’])
yolo_layer.truth_thresh = float(block[’truth_thresh’])
yolo_layer.stride = prev_stride
yolo_layer.nth_layer = ind
yolo_layer.net_width = self.width
yolo_layer.net_height = self.height
out_filters.append(prev_filters)
out_strides.append(prev_stride)
models.append(yolo_layer)

else:
print(’unknown type %s’ % (block[’type’]))

return models

def load_binfile(self, weightfile):
fp = open(weightfile, ’rb’)

version = np.fromfile(fp, count=3, dtype=np.int32)
version = [int(i) for i in version]
if version[0]*10+version[1] >=2 and version[0] < 1000 and 
version[1] < 1000:

seen = np.fromfile(fp, count=1, dtype=np.int64)
else:

seen = np.fromfile(fp, count=1, dtype=np.int32)
self.header = torch.from_numpy(np.concatenate((version, seen), 
axis=0)) self.seen = int(seen)
body = np.fromfile(fp, dtype=np.float32)
fp.close()
return body

def load_weights(self, weightfile):
buf = self.load_binfile(weightfile)

start = 0
ind = -2
for block in self.blocks:

if start >= buf.size:
break

ind = ind + 1
if block[’type’] == ’net’:

continue
elif block[’type’] == ’convolutional’:

model = self.models[ind]
batch_normalize = int(block[’batch_normalize’])
if batch_normalize:

start = load_conv_bn(buf, start, model[0], model[1])
else:

start = load_conv(buf, start, model[0])
elif block[’type’] == ’connected’:

model = self.models[ind]
if block[’activation’] != ’linear’:

start = load_fc(buf, start, model[0])
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else:
start = load_fc(buf, start, model)

elif block[’type’] == ’maxpool’:
pass

elif block[’type’] == ’reorg’:
pass

elif block[’type’] == ’upsample’:
pass

elif block[’type’] == ’route’:
pass

elif block[’type’] == ’shortcut’:
pass

elif block[’type’] == ’region’:
pass

elif block[’type’] == ’yolo’:
pass

elif block[’type’] == ’avgpool’:
pass

elif block[’type’] == ’softmax’:
pass

elif block[’type’] == ’cost’:
pass

else:
print(’unknown type %s’ % (block[’type’]))

def save_weights(self, outfile, cutoff=0):
if cutoff <= 0:

cutoff = len(self.blocks)-1

fp = open(outfile, ’wb’)
self.header[3] = self.seen
header = np.array(self.header[0:3].numpy(), np.int32)
header.tofile(fp)
if (self.header[0]*10+self.header[1]) >= 2:

seen = np.array(self.seen, np.int64)
else:

seen = np.array(self.seen, np.int32)
seen.tofile(fp)

ind = -1
for blockId in range(1, cutoff+1):

ind = ind + 1
block = self.blocks[blockId]
if block[’type’] == ’convolutional’:

model = self.models[ind]
batch_normalize = int(block[’batch_normalize’])
if batch_normalize:

save_conv_bn(fp, model[0], model[1])
else:

save_conv(fp, model[0])
elif block[’type’] == ’connected’:
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model = self.models[ind]
if block[’activation’] != ’linear’:

save_fc(fc, model)
else:

save_fc(fc, model[0])
elif block[’type’] == ’maxpool’:

pass
elif block[’type’] == ’reorg’:

pass
elif block[’type’] == ’upsample’:

pass
elif block[’type’] == ’route’:

pass
elif block[’type’] == ’shortcut’:

pass
elif block[’type’] == ’region’:

pass
elif block[’type’] == ’yolo’:

pass
elif block[’type’] == ’avgpool’:

pass
elif block[’type’] == ’softmax’:

pass
elif block[’type’] == ’cost’:

pass
else:

print(’unknown type %s’ % (block[’type’]))
fp.close()
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YOLOV3 Detector

class YOLO3(object):
def __init__(self, cfgfile, weightfile, namesfile, use_cuda=True, 
is_plot=False,

# net definition
self.net = Darknet(cfgfile)
self.net.load_weights(weightfile)
print(’Loading weights from %s... Done!’ % 
(weightfile)) self.device = "cuda" if use_cuda 
else "cpu"
self.net.eval()
self.net.to(self.device)

# constants
self.size = self.net.width, self.net.height
self.conf_thresh = 0.5
self.nms_thresh = 0.4
self.use_cuda = use_cuda
self.is_plot = is_plot
self.is_xywh = is_xywh
self.class_names = 
self.load_class_names(namesfile)
# img to tensor
assert isinstance(ori_img, np.ndarray), "input 
must be a numpy array!" img = 
ori_img.astype(np.float)/255.
img = cv2.resize(img, self.size)
img = 
torch.from_numpy(img).float().permute(2,0,1).un
squeeze(0)
# forward
with torch.no_grad():

self.use_cuda)[0]

# plot boxes
if self.is_plot:

return self.plot_bbox(ori_img, boxes)
if len(boxes)==0:

return None,None,None

height , width = ori_img.shape[:2]
boxes = np.vstack(boxes)
bbox = np.empty_like(boxes[:,:4])
if self.is_xywh:

# bbox x y w h
bbox[:,0] = boxes[:,0]*width
bbox[:,1] = boxes[:,1]*height
bbox[:,2] = boxes[:,2]*width
bbox[:,3] = boxes[:,3]*height

else:
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# bbox xmin ymin xmax ymax
bbox[:,0] = (boxes[:,0]-boxes[:,2]/2.0)*width
bbox[:,1] = (boxes[:,1]-boxes[:,3]/2.0)*height
bbox[:,2] = (boxes[:,0]+boxes[:,2]/2.0)*width
bbox[:,3] = (boxes[:,1]+boxes[:,3]/2.0)*height

cls_conf = boxes[:,5]
cls_ids = boxes[:,6]
return bbox, cls_conf, cls_ids

def load_class_names(self,namesfile):
with open(namesfile, ’r’, encoding=’utf8’) as fp:

class_names = [line.strip() for line in fp.readlines()]
return class_names

def plot_bbox(self, ori_img, boxes):
img = ori_img
height , width = img.shape[:2]
for box in boxes:

SIMPLEX, 1, color, 2)

# get x1 x2 x3 x4
x1 = int(round(((box[0] - box[2]/2.0) * width).item()))
y1 = int(round(((box[1] - box[3]/2.0) * height).item()))
x2 = int(round(((box[0] + box[2]/2.0) * width).item()))
y2 = int(round(((box[1] + box[3]/2.0) * height).item()))
cls_conf = box[5]
cls_id = box[6]
# import random
# color = random.choices(range(256),k=3)
color = [int(x) for x in np.random.randint(256,size=3)]
# put texts and rectangles
img = cv2.putText(img, self.class_names[cls_id], 
(x1,y1),cv2.FONT_HERSHEY_ img = cv2.rectangle(img,
(x1,y1),(x2,y2),color,2)

yolo3 = YOLO3("cfg/yolo_v3.cfg","yolov3.weights","cfg/coco.names", 
is_plot=True) print("yolo3.size =",yolo3.size)
import os
root = "../demo"
files = [os.path.join(root,file) for file in os.listdir(root)]
files.sort()
for filename in files:

img = cv2.imread(filename)
img = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2RGB)
res = yolo3(img)
# save results
# cv2.imwrite("../result/
{}".format(os.path.basename(filename)),res[:,:,(2,1,0)]) # 
imshow
# cv2.namedWindow("yolo3", cv2.WINDOW_NORMAL)
# cv2.resizeWindow("yolo3", 600,600)
# cv2.imshow("yolo3",res[:,:,(2,1,0)])
# cv2.waitKey(0)
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with open(namesfile, ’r’, encoding=’utf8’) as fp:
class_names = [line.strip() for line in fp.readlines()] return class_names



YOLOv3 Utils

import sys
import os
import time
import math
import torch
import numpy as np
from PIL import Image, ImageDraw, ImageFont
# import itertools
import struct # get_image_size
import imghdr # get_image_size

def sigmoid(x):
return 1.0/(math.exp(-x)+1.)

def softmax(x):
x = torch.exp(x - torch.max(x))
x = x/x.sum()
return x

def bbox_iou(box1, box2, x1y1x2y2=True):
if x1y1x2y2:

x1_min = min(box1[0], box2[0])
x2_max = max(box1[2], box2[2])
y1_min = min(box1[1], box2[1])
y2_max = max(box1[3], box2[3])
w1, h1 = box1[2] - box1[0], box1[3] - box1[1]
w2, h2 = box2[2] - box2[0], box2[3] - box2[1]

else:
w1, h1 = box1[2], box1[3]
w2, h2 = box2[2], box2[3]
x1_min = min(box1[0]-w1/2.0, box2[0]-w2/2.0)
x2_max = max(box1[0]+w1/2.0, box2[0]+w2/2.0)
y1_min = min(box1[1]-h1/2.0, box2[1]-h2/2.0)
y2_max = max(box1[1]+h1/2.0, box2[1]+h2/2.0)

w_union = x2_max - x1_min
h_union = y2_max - y1_min
w_cross = w1 + w2 - w_union
h_cross = h1 + h2 - h_union
carea = 0
if w_cross <= 0 or h_cross <= 0:

return 0.0

area1 = w1 * h1
area2 = w2 * h2
carea = w_cross * h_cross
uarea = area1 + area2 - carea
return float(carea/uarea)
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def multi_bbox_ious(boxes1, boxes2, x1y1x2y2=True):
if x1y1x2y2:

x1_min = torch.min(boxes1[0], boxes2[0])
x2_max = torch.max(boxes1[2], boxes2[2])
y1_min = torch.min(boxes1[1], boxes2[1])
y2_max = torch.max(boxes1[3], boxes2[3])
w1, h1 = boxes1[2] - boxes1[0], boxes1[3] - boxes1[1]
w2, h2 = boxes2[2] - boxes2[0], boxes2[3] - boxes2[1]

else:
w1, h1 = boxes1[2], boxes1[3]
w2, h2 = boxes2[2], boxes2[3]
x1_min = torch.min(boxes1[0]-w1/2.0, boxes2[0]-w2/2.0)
x2_max = torch.max(boxes1[0]+w1/2.0, boxes2[0]+w2/2.0)
y1_min = torch.min(boxes1[1]-h1/2.0, boxes2[1]-h2/2.0)
y2_max = torch.max(boxes1[1]+h1/2.0, boxes2[1]+h2/2.0)

w_union = x2_max - x1_min
h_union = y2_max - y1_min
w_cross = w1 + w2 - w_union
h_cross = h1 + h2 - h_union
mask = (((w_cross <= 0) + (h_cross <= 0)) > 0)
area1 = w1 * h1
area2 = w2 * h2
carea = w_cross * h_cross
carea[mask] = 0
uarea = area1 + area2 - carea
return carea/uarea

def nms(boxes, nms_thresh):
if len(boxes) == 0:

return boxes

det_confs = torch.zeros(len(boxes))
for i in range(len(boxes)):

det_confs[i] = 1-boxes[i][4]

_,sortIds = torch.sort(det_confs)
out_boxes = []
for i in range(len(boxes)):

box_i = boxes[sortIds[i]]
if box_i[4] > 0:

out_boxes.append(box_i)
for j in range(i+1, len(boxes)):

box_j = boxes[sortIds[j]]
if bbox_iou(box_i, box_j, x1y1x2y2=False) > 
nms_thresh:

return out_boxes

def convert2cpu(gpu_matrix):
return torch.FloatTensor(gpu_matrix.size()).copy_(gpu_matrix)
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def convert2cpu_long(gpu_matrix):
return torch.LongTensor(gpu_matrix.size()).copy_(gpu_matrix)

def get_all_boxes(output, conf_thresh, num_classes, 
only_objectness=1, validation=False,

use_cuda=True):

pred, anchors, num_anchors = output[i][’x’].data, output[i][’a’], 
output[i][’

n’].item()b = get_region_boxes(pred, conf_thresh, num_classes, anchors, 
num_anchors, \

all_boxes[t] += b[t]
return all_boxes

def get_region_boxes(output, conf_thresh, num_classes, anchors, 
num_anchors, only_objectness= 1, validation=False, use_cuda=True):

device = torch.device("cuda" if use_cuda else "cpu")
anchors = anchors.to(device)
anchor_step = anchors.size(0)//num_anchors
if output.dim() == 3:

output = output.unsqueeze(0)
batch = output.size(0)
assert(output.size(1) == (5+num_classes)*num_anchors)
h = output.size(2)
w = output.size(3)
cls_anchor_dim = batch*num_anchors*h*w

t0 = time.time()
all_boxes = []
output = output.view(batch*num_anchors, 5+num_classes, 
h*w).transpose(0,1).contiguous().

view(5+num_classes, cls_anchor_dim)

dim).to(device)

batch, h*w).view(cls_anchor_dim)
batch, h*w).view(cls_anchor_dim)

h.detach()

xs, ys = torch.sigmoid(output[0]) + grid_x, torch.sigmoid(output[1]) 
+ grid_y ws, hs = torch.exp(output[2]) * anchor_w.detach(),
torch.exp(output[3]) * anchor_ det_confs = torch.sigmoid(output[4])

# by ysyun, dim=1 means input is 2D or even dimension else 
dim=0
cls_confs = torch.nn.Softmax(dim=1)(output[5:5
+num_classes].transpose(0,1)).detach() cls_max_confs,
cls_max_ids = torch.max(cls_confs, 1)
cls_max_confs = cls_max_confs.view(-1)
cls_max_ids = cls_max_ids.view(-1)
t1 = time.time()

sz_hw = h*w
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sz_hwa = sz_hw*num_anchors
det_confs = convert2cpu(det_confs)
cls_max_confs = convert2cpu(cls_max_confs)
cls_max_ids = convert2cpu_long(cls_max_ids)
xs, ys = convert2cpu(xs), convert2cpu(ys)
ws, hs = convert2cpu(ws), convert2cpu(hs)
if validation:

cls_confs = convert2cpu(cls_confs.view(-1, num_classes))

t2 = time.time()
for b in range(batch):

boxes = []
for cy in range(h):

for cx in range(w):
for i in range(num_anchors):

ind = b*sz_hwa + i*sz_hw + cy*w + cx
det_conf = det_confs[ind]
if only_objectness:

conf = det_confs[ind]
else:

conf = det_confs[ind] * cls_max_confs[ind]

if conf > conf_thresh:

max_id]

bcx = xs[ind]
bcy = ys[ind]
bw = ws[ind]
bh = hs[ind]
cls_max_conf = cls_max_confs[ind]
cls_max_id = cls_max_ids[ind]
box = [bcx/w, bcy/h, bw/w, bh/h, det_conf, 
cls_max_conf, cls_ if (not only_objectness) 
and validation:

for c in range(num_classes):
thresh:

box.append(tmp_conf)
box.append(c)

boxes.append(box)
all_boxes.append(boxes)

t3 = time.time()
if False:

print(’---------------------------------’)
print(’matrix computation : %f’ % (t1-t0))
print(’ gpu to cpu : %f’ % (t2-t1))
print(’ boxes filter : %f’ % (t3-t2))
print(’---------------------------------’)

return all_boxes

def plot_boxes_cv2(img, boxes, savename=None, class_names=None, 

color=None):
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ratio = float(x)/max_val * 5
i = int(math.floor(ratio))
j = int(math.ceil(ratio))
ratio = ratio - i
r = (1-ratio) * colors[i][c] + ratio*colors[j][c]
return int(r*255)

width = img.shape[1]
height = img.shape[0]
for i in range(len(boxes)):

box = boxes[i]
x1 = int(round((box[0] - box[2]/2.0) * width))
y1 = int(round((box[1] - box[3]/2.0) * height))
x2 = int(round((box[0] + box[2]/2.0) * width))
y2 = int(round((box[1] + box[3]/2.0) * height))

if color:
rgb = color

else:
rgb = (255, 0, 0)

if len(box) >= 7 and class_names:
cls_conf = box[5]
cls_id = box[6]
#print(’%s: %f’ % (class_names[cls_id], cls_conf))
classes = len(class_names)
offset = cls_id * 123457 % classes
red = get_color(2, offset, classes)
green = get_color(1, offset, classes)
blue = get_color(0, offset, classes)
if color is None:

rgb = (red, green, blue)
img = cv2.putText(img, class_names[cls_id], (x1,y1), 
cv2.FONT_HERSHEY_SIMPLEX,

1.2, rgb, 1)

print("save plot results to %s" % savename)
cv2.imwrite(savename, img)

return img

def plot_boxes(img, boxes, savename=None, class_names=None):

ratio = float(x)/max_val * 5
i = int(math.floor(ratio))
j = int(math.ceil(ratio))
ratio = ratio - i
r = (1-ratio) * colors[i][c] + ratio*colors[j][c]
return int(r*255)

width = img.width
height = img.height
draw = ImageDraw.Draw(img)
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print("%d box(es) is(are) found" % len(boxes))
for i in range(len(boxes)):

box = boxes[i]
x1 = (box[0] - box[2]/2.0) * width
y1 = (box[1] - box[3]/2.0) * height
x2 = (box[0] + box[2]/2.0) * width
y2 = (box[1] + box[3]/2.0) * height

rgb = (255, 0, 0)
if len(box) >= 7 and class_names:

cls_conf = box[5]
cls_id = box[6]
print(’%s: %f’ % (class_names[cls_id], cls_conf))
classes = len(class_names)
offset = cls_id * 123457 % classes
red = get_color(2, offset, classes)
green = get_color(1, offset, classes)
blue = get_color(0, offset, classes)
rgb = (red, green, blue)
draw.text((x1, y1), class_names[cls_id], fill=rgb)

draw.rectangle([x1, y1, x2, y2], outline=rgb)
if savename:

print("save plot results to %s" % savename)
img.save(savename)

return img

def read_truths(lab_path):
if not os.path.exists(lab_path):

return np.array([])
if os.path.getsize(lab_path):

else:
return np.array([])

def read_truths_args(lab_path, min_box_scale):
truths = read_truths(lab_path)
new_truths = []
for i in range(truths.shape[0]):

if truths[i][3] < min_box_scale:

truths[i][4]])

def load_class_names(namesfile):
class_names = []
with open(namesfile, ’r’, encoding=’utf8’) as fp:

lines = fp.readlines()
for line in lines:

class_names.append(line.strip())
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return class_names

def image2torch(img):

if isinstance(img, Image.Image):

width = img.width
height = img.height
img = 
torch.ByteTensor(torch.ByteStorage.from_buffer(img.tobytes(
)))
img = img.view(height, width, 
3).transpose(0,1).transpose(0,2).contiguous() img = 
img.view(1, 3, height, width)
img = img.float().div(255.0)

import types
def do_detect(model, img, conf_thresh, nms_thresh, use_cuda=True):

model.eval()
t0 = time.time()
img = image2torch(img)
t1 = time.time()

img = img.to(torch.device("cuda" if use_cuda else "cpu"))
t2 = time.time()

out_boxes = model(img)
boxes = get_all_boxes(out_boxes, conf_thresh, 
model.num_classes, use_cuda=use_cuda)[0]

t3 = time.time()
boxes = nms(boxes, nms_thresh)
t4 = time.time()

if False:

print(’-----------------------------------’)
print(’ image to tensor : %f’ % (t1 - t0))
print(’ tensor to cuda : %f’ % (t2 - t1))
print(’ predict : %f’ % (t3 - t2))
print(’ nms : %f’ % (t4 - t3))
print(’ total : %f’ % (t4 - t0))
print(’-----------------------------------’)

return boxes

def read_data_cfg(datacfg):
options = dict()
options[’gpus’] = ’0,1,2,3’
options[’num_workers’] = ’10’
with open(datacfg, ’r’) as fp:

lines = fp.readlines()
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for line in lines:
line = line.strip()
if line == ’’:

continue
key,value = line.split(’=’)
key = key.strip()
value = value.strip()
options[key] = value

return options

def scale_bboxes(bboxes, width, height):
import copy
dets = copy.deepcopy(bboxes)
for i in range(len(dets)):

dets[i][0] = dets[i][0] * width
dets[i][1] = dets[i][1] * height
dets[i][2] = dets[i][2] * width
dets[i][3] = dets[i][3] * height

return dets

def file_lines(thefilepath):
count = 0
thefile = open(thefilepath, ’rb’)
while True:

buffer = thefile.read(8192*1024)
if not buffer:

break
count += buffer.count(b’\n’)

thefile.close( )
return count

def get_image_size(fname):
’’’Determine the image type of fhandle and return its size.
from draco’’’
with open(fname, ’rb’) as fhandle:

head = fhandle.read(24)
if len(head) != 24:

return
if imghdr.what(fname) == ’png’:

check = struct.unpack(’>i’, head[4:8])[0]
if check != 0x0d0a1a0a:

return
width, height = struct.unpack(’>ii’, head[16:24])

elif imghdr.what(fname) == ’gif’:
width, height = struct.unpack(’<HH’, head[6:10])

elif imghdr.what(fname) == ’jpeg’ or imghdr.what(fname) == ’jpg’:
try:

fhandle.seek(0) # Read 0xff next
size = 2
ftype = 0
while not 0xc0 <= ftype <= 0xcf:
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fhandle.seek(size, 1)
byte = fhandle.read(1)
while ord(byte) == 0xff:

byte = fhandle.read(1)
ftype = ord(byte)
size = struct.unpack(’>H’, fhandle.read(2))[0] - 2

# We are at a SOFn block
fhandle.seek(1, 1) # Skip ‘precision’ byte.
height, width = struct.unpack(’>HH’, fhandle.read(4))

except Exception: #IGNORE:W0703
return

else:
return

return width, height

def logging(message):
print(’%s %s’ % (time.strftime("%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S", 
time.localtime()), message))
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YOLOv3 Configutation

import torch
from yolo_utils import convert2cpu

def parse_cfg(cfgfile):
blocks = []
fp = open(cfgfile, ’r’)
block = None
line = fp.readline()
while line != ’’:

line = line.rstrip()
if line == ’’ or line[0] == ’#’:

line = fp.readline()
continue

elif line[0] == ’[’:
if block:

blocks.append(block)
block = dict()
block[’type’] = line.lstrip(’[’).rstrip(’]’)
# set default value
if block[’type’] == ’convolutional’:

block[’batch_normalize’] = 0
else:

key,value = line.split(’=’)
key = key.strip()
if key == ’type’:

key = ’_type’
value = value.strip()
block[key] = value

line = fp.readline()

if block:
blocks.append(block)

fp.close()
return blocks

def print_cfg(blocks):
print(’layer filters size input output’);
prev_width = 416
prev_height = 416
prev_filters = 3
out_filters =[]
out_widths =[]
out_heights =[]
ind = -2
for block in blocks:

ind = ind + 1
if block[’type’] == ’net’:

prev_width = int(block[’width’])
prev_height = int(block[’height’])
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continue
elif block[’type’] == ’convolutional’:

filters = int(block[’filters’])
kernel_size = int(block[’size’])
stride = int(block[’stride’])
is_pad = int(block[’pad’])
pad = (kernel_size-1)//2 if is_pad else 0
width = (prev_width + 2*pad - kernel_size)//stride + 1
height = (prev_height + 2*pad - kernel_size)//stride + 1
print(’%5d %-6s %4d %d x %d / %d %3d x %3d x%4d -> %3d x %3d x%4d’ % (ind, ’conv’, filters, kernel_size, kernel_size, stride, prev_width, prev_height, prev_filters, width, height, filters))
prev_width = width
prev_height = height
prev_filters = filters
out_widths.append(prev_width)
out_heights.append(prev_height)
out_filters.append(prev_filters)

elif block[’type’] == ’maxpool’:

4d’ % (ind, ’max’, pool_size, pool_size, stride, prev_width, prev_height, prev_filters, width, height, filters))

pool_size = int(block[’size’])
stride = int(block[’stride’])
width = prev_width//stride
height = prev_height//stride
print(’%5d %-6s %d x %d / %d %3d x %3d x%4d -> %3d x %3d x%
prev_width = width
prev_height = height
prev_filters = filters
out_widths.append(prev_width)
out_heights.append(prev_height)
out_filters.append(prev_filters)

elif block[’type’] == ’avgpool’:
width = 1
height = 1
print(’%5d %-6s prev_width, prev_height, prev_filters, prev_filters))
prev_width = width
prev_height = height
prev_filters = filters
out_widths.append(prev_width)
out_heights.append(prev_height)
out_filters.append(prev_filters)

elif block[’type’] == ’softmax’:
print(’%5d %-6s prev_filters))
out_widths.append(prev_width)
out_heights.append(prev_height)
out_filters.append(prev_filters)

elif block[’type’] == ’cost’:
print(’%5d %-6s prev_filters))
out_widths.append(prev_width)
out_heights.append(prev_height)
out_filters.append(prev_filters)

elif block[’type’] == ’reorg’:
stride = int(block[’stride’])
filters = stride * stride * prev_filters
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width = prev_width//stride
height = prev_height//stride
print(’%5d %-6s % (ind, ’reorg’, stride, prev_width, prev_height, prev_filters, width, height, filters))
prev_width = width
prev_height = height
prev_filters = filters
out_widths.append(prev_width)
out_heights.append(prev_height)
out_filters.append(prev_filters)

elif block[’type’] == ’upsample’:
stride = int(block[’stride’])
filters = prev_filters
width = prev_width*stride
height = prev_height*stride
print(’%5d %-6s * % (ind, ’upsample’, stride, prev_width, prev_height, prev_filters, width, height, filters))
prev_width = width
prev_height = height
prev_filters = filters
out_widths.append(prev_width)
out_heights.append(prev_height)
out_filters.append(prev_filters)

elif block[’type’] == ’route’:
layers = block[’layers’].split(’,’)
layers = [int(i) if int(i) > 0 else int(i)+ind for i in 
layers] if len(layers) == 1:

elif len(layers) == 2:

print(’%5d %-6s %d %d’ % (ind, ’route’, layers[0], layers[1]))
prev_width = out_widths[layers[0]]
prev_height = out_heights[layers[0]]
assert(prev_width == out_widths[layers[1]])
assert(prev_height == out_heights[layers[1]])
prev_filters = out_filters[layers[0]] + out_filters[layers[1]]

out_widths.append(prev_width)
out_heights.append(prev_height)
out_filters.append(prev_filters)

elif block[’type’] in [’region’, ’yolo’]:
print(’%5d %-6s’ % (ind, ’detection’))
out_widths.append(prev_width)
out_heights.append(prev_height)
out_filters.append(prev_filters)

elif block[’type’] == ’shortcut’:
from_id = int(block[’from’])
from_id = from_id if from_id > 0 else from_id+ind
print(’%5d %-6s %d’ % (ind, ’shortcut’, from_id))
prev_width = out_widths[from_id]
prev_height = out_heights[from_id]
prev_filters = out_filters[from_id]
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out_widths.append(prev_width)
out_heights.append(prev_height)
out_filters.append(prev_filters)

elif block[’type’] == ’connected’:
filters = int(block[’output’])
print(’%5d %-6s prev_filters, filters))
prev_filters = filters
out_widths.append(1)
out_heights.append(1)
out_filters.append(prev_filters)

else:
print(’unknown type %s’ % (block[’type’]))

def load_conv(buf, start, conv_model):

s.data)); start = start + num_b
eight.data)); start = start + num_w

num_w = conv_model.weight.numel()
num_b = conv_model.bias.numel()
#print("start: {}, num_w: {}, num_b: {}".format(start, num_w, num_b))
# by ysyun, use .view_as()
conv_model.bias.data.copy_(torch.from_numpy(buf[start:start
+num_b]).view_as(conv_model.bia 
conv_model.weight.data.copy_(torch.from_numpy(buf[start:start
+num_w]).view_as(conv_model.w return start

def save_conv(fp, conv_model):
if conv_model.bias.is_cuda:

convert2cpu(conv_model.bias.data).numpy().tofile(fp)
convert2cpu(conv_model.weight.data).numpy().tofile(fp)

else:
conv_model.bias.data.numpy().tofile(fp)
conv_model.weight.data.numpy().tofile(fp)

def load_conv_bn(buf, start, conv_model, bn_model):
num_w = conv_model.weight.numel()
num_b = bn_model.bias.numel()
bn_model.bias.data.copy_(torch.from_numpy(buf[start:start+num_b])); start + num_b
bn_model.weight.data.copy_(torch.from_numpy(buf[start:start+num_b])); start + num_b
bn_model.running_mean.copy_(torch.from_numpy(buf[start:start+num_b])); start + num_b
bn_model.running_var.copy_(torch.from_numpy(buf[start:start+num_b])); start + num_b

start + num_w
)); start = start + num_w

def save_conv_bn(fp, conv_model, bn_model):
if bn_model.bias.is_cuda:

convert2cpu(bn_model.bias.data).numpy().tofile(fp)
convert2cpu(bn_model.weight.data).numpy().tofile(fp)
convert2cpu(bn_model.running_mean).numpy().tofile(fp)
convert2cpu(bn_model.running_var).numpy().tofile(fp)
convert2cpu(conv_model.weight.data).numpy().tofile(fp)

else:
bn_model.bias.data.numpy().tofile(fp)
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bn_model.weight.data.numpy().tofile(fp)
bn_model.running_mean.numpy().tofile(fp)
bn_model.running_var.numpy().tofile(fp)
conv_model.weight.data.numpy().tofile(fp)

def load_fc(buf, start, fc_model):

start + num_b
start + num_w

num_w = fc_model.weight.numel()
num_b = fc_model.bias.numel()
fc_model.bias.data.copy_(torch.from_numpy(buf[start:start+num_b])); 
start = fc_model.weight.data.copy_(torch.from_numpy(buf[start:start
+num_w])); start = return start

def save_fc(fp, fc_model):
fc_model.bias.data.numpy().tofile(fp)
fc_model.weight.data.numpy().tofile(fp)

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
import sys
blocks = parse_cfg(’cfg/yolo.cfg’)
if len(sys.argv) == 2:

blocks = parse_cfg(sys.argv[1])
print_cfg(blocks)
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YOLOv3 Layer

import math
import numpy as np
import sys
import time
import torch
import torch.nn as nn
import torch.nn.functional as F
from yolo_utils import bbox_iou, multi_bbox_ious, convert2cpu

class YoloLayer(nn.Module):
def __init__(self, anchor_mask=[], num_classes=0, anchors=[], num_anchors=1, 
use_cuda=None):

super(YoloLayer, self).__init__()
use_cuda = torch.cuda.is_available() and (True if use_cuda is None else 
use_cuda) self.device = torch.device("cuda" if use_cuda else "cpu")

self.anchor_mask = anchor_mask
self.num_classes = num_classes
self.anchors = anchors
self.num_anchors = num_anchors
self.anchor_step = len(anchors)//num_anchors
self.rescore = 0
self.ignore_thresh = 0.5
self.truth_thresh = 1.
self.stride = 32
self.nth_layer = 0
self.seen = 0
self.net_width = 0
self.net_height = 0

masked_anchors = []
for m in self.anchor_mask:

masked_anchors += self.anchors[m*self.anchor_step:(m+1)*self.anchor_step] 
masked_anchors = [anchor/self.stride for anchor in masked_anchors]

masked_anchors = torch.FloatTensor(masked_anchors).to(self.device)
num_anchors = torch.IntTensor([len(self.anchor_mask)]).to(self.device) 
return {’x’:output, ’a’:masked_anchors, ’n’:num_anchors}

def build_targets(self, pred_boxes, target, anchors, nA, nH, nW):
nB = target.size(0)
anchor_step = anchors.size(1) # anchors[nA][anchor_step]
conf_mask = torch.ones (nB, nA, nH, nW)
coord_mask = torch.zeros(nB, nA, nH, nW)
cls_mask = torch.zeros(nB, nA, nH, nW)
tcoord = torch.zeros( 4, nB, nA, nH, nW)
tconf = torch.zeros(nB, nA, nH, nW)
tcls = torch.zeros(nB, nA, nH, nW)
twidth, theight = self.net_width/self.stride, self.net_height/
self.stride
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nAnchors = nA*nH*nW
nPixels = nH*nW
nGT = 0
nRecall = 0
nRecall75 = 0

# it works faster on CPU than on GPU.
anchors = anchors.to("cpu")

for b in range(nB):
cur_pred_boxes = pred_boxes[b*nAnchors:(b+1)*nAnchors].t()
cur_ious = torch.zeros(nAnchors)
tbox = target[b].view(-1,5).to("cpu")
for t in range(50):

1).t()

if tbox[t][1] == 0:
break

gx, gy = tbox[t][1] * nW, tbox[t][2] * nH
gw, gh = tbox[t][3] * twidth, tbox[t][4] * theight
cur_gt_boxes = torch.FloatTensor([gx, gy, gw, gh]).repeat(nAnchors, 
cur_ious = torch.max(cur_ious, multi_bbox_ious(cur_pred_boxes, 
cur_gt_boxes,

x1y1x2y2=False))

False), 0)

if tbox[t][1] == 0:
break

nGT += 1
gx, gy = tbox[t][1] * nW, tbox[t][2] * nH
gw, gh = tbox[t][3] * twidth, tbox[t][4] * theight
gw, gh = gw.float(), gh.float()
gi, gj = int(gx), int(gy)

tmp_gt_boxes = torch.FloatTensor([0, 0, gw, gh]).repeat(nA,1).t()
anchor_boxes = torch.cat((torch.zeros(nA, anchor_step), 
anchors),1).t()
_, best_n = torch.max(multi_bbox_ious(tmp_gt_boxes, anchor_boxes, 
x1y1x2y2=

gt_box = torch.FloatTensor([gx, gy, gw, gh])
pred_box = pred_boxes[b*nAnchors+best_n*nPixels+gj*nW+gi]
iou = bbox_iou(gt_box, pred_box, x1y1x2y2=False)

coord_mask[b][best_n][gj][gi] = 1 
cls_mask [b][best_n][gj][gi] = 1 
conf_mask [b][best_n][gj][gi] = 1

tcoord [0][b][best_n][gj][gi] = gx - gi
tcoord [1][b][best_n][gj][gi] = gy - gj
tcoord [2][b][best_n][gj][gi] = math.log(gw/anchors[best_n][0])
tcoord [3][b][best_n][gj][gi] = math.log(gh/anchors[best_n][1])
tcls [b][best_n][gj][gi] = tbox[t][0]
tconf [b][best_n][gj][gi] = iou if self.rescore else 1.
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if iou > 0.5:
nRecall += 1
if iou > 0.75:

nRecall75 += 1

return nGT, nRecall, nRecall75, coord_mask, conf_mask, cls_mask, 

tcoord, tconf,

tcls

contiguous().view(-1,cls_anchor_dim) # x, y, w, h

t0 = time.time()
nB = output.data.size(0) # batch size
nA = mask_tuple[’n’].item() # num_anchors
nC = self.num_classes
nH = output.data.size(2)
nW = output.data.size(3)
anchor_step = mask_tuple[’a’].size(0)//nA
anchors = mask_tuple[’a’].view(nA, anchor_step).to(self.device)
cls_anchor_dim = nB*nA*nH*nW

output = output.view(nB, nA, (5+nC), nH, nW)
cls_grid = torch.linspace(5,5+nC-1,nC).long().to(self.device)
ix = torch.LongTensor(range(0,5)).to(self.device)
pred_boxes = torch.FloatTensor(4, 
cls_anchor_dim).to(self.device)

coord = output.index_select(2, ix[0:4]).view(nB*nA, -1, 
nH*nW).transpose(0,1). coord[0:2] = coord[0:2].sigmoid() 
# x, y conf = output.index_select(2, ix[4]).view(nB, nA, nH, 
nW).sigmoid()
cls = output.index_select(2, cls_grid)
cls = cls.view(nB*nA, nC, 
nH*nW).transpose(1,2).contiguous().view(cls_anchor_

dim, nC)

to(self.device)
cls_anchor_dim).to(self.device)

pred_boxes[0] = coord[0] + grid_x
pred_boxes[1] = coord[1] + grid_y
pred_boxes[2] = coord[2].exp() * anchor_w
pred_boxes[3] = coord[3].exp() * anchor_h
# for build_targets. it works faster on CPU than on GPU
pred_boxes = 
convert2cpu(pred_boxes.transpose(0,1).contiguous().view(-1,4)).

detach()

= \
nW)

t2 = time.time()
nGT, nRecall, nRecall75, coord_mask, conf_mask, cls_mask, tcoord, 
tconf, tcls
self.build_targets(pred_boxes, target.detach(), anchors.detach(), 

nA, nH,

cls_mask = (cls_mask == 1)
tcls = tcls[cls_mask].long().view(-1)
cls_mask = cls_mask.view(-1, 1).repeat(1,nC).to(self.device)
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cls = cls[cls_mask].view(-1, nC)

nProposals = int((conf > 0.25).sum())

tcoord = tcoord.view(4, cls_anchor_dim).to(self.device)
tconf, tcls = tconf.to(self.device), tcls.to(self.device)
coord_mask, conf_mask = coord_mask.view(cls_anchor_dim).to(self.device), 
conf_

mask.to(self.device)

2

> 0 else 0

t3 = time.time()
loss_coord = nn.MSELoss(size_average=False)(coord*coord_mask, tcoord*coord_mask)/
loss_conf = nn.MSELoss(size_average=False)(conf*conf_mask, tconf*conf_mask) 
loss_cls = nn.CrossEntropyLoss(size_average=False)(cls, tcls) if cls.size(0) 
loss = loss_coord + loss_conf + loss_cls

t4 = time.time()
if False:

print(’-’*30)
print(’ activation : %f’ % (t1 - t0))
print(’ create pred_boxes : %f’ % (t2 - t1))
print(’ build targets : %f’ % (t3 - t2))
print(’ create loss : %f’ % (t4 - t3))
print(’ total : %f’ % (t4 - t0))

conf %6.3f, class %6.3f, total %7.3f’
loss_coord, loss_conf, loss_cls, loss))% (self.seen, self.nth_layer, nGT, nRecall, nRecall75, nProposals, 

if math.isnan(loss.item()):
print(conf, tconf)
sys.exit(0)

return loss
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Region Layer

import math
import numpy as np
import sys
import time
import torch
import torch.nn as nn
import torch.nn.functional as F
from yolo_utils import bbox_iou, multi_bbox_ious, convert2cpu

class YoloLayer(nn.Module):

super(YoloLayer, self).__init__()
use_cuda = torch.cuda.is_available() and (True if use_cuda is None else use_cuda)
self.device = torch.device("cuda" if use_cuda else "cpu")

self.anchor_mask = anchor_mask
self.num_classes = num_classes
self.anchors = anchors
self.num_anchors = num_anchors
self.anchor_step = len(anchors)//num_anchors
self.rescore = 0
self.ignore_thresh = 0.5
self.truth_thresh = 1.
self.stride = 32
self.nth_layer = 0
self.seen = 0
self.net_width = 0
self.net_height = 0

def get_mask_boxes(self, output):

masked_anchors = []
for m in self.anchor_mask:

masked_anchors += self.anchors[m*self.anchor_step:(m+1)*self.anchor_step]
masked_anchors = [anchor/self.stride for anchor in masked_anchors]

masked_anchors = torch.FloatTensor(masked_anchors).to(self.device)
num_anchors = torch.IntTensor([len(self.anchor_mask)]).to(self.device)
return {’x’:output, ’a’:masked_anchors, ’n’:num_anchors}

def build_targets(self, pred_boxes, target, anchors, nA, nH, nW):
nB = target.size(0)
anchor_step = anchors.size(1) # anchors[nA][anchor_step]
conf_mask = torch.ones (nB, nA, nH, nW)
coord_mask = torch.zeros(nB, nA, nH, nW)
cls_mask = torch.zeros(nB, nA, nH, nW)
tcoord = torch.zeros( 4, nB, nA, nH, nW)
tconf = torch.zeros(nB, nA, nH, nW)
tcls = torch.zeros(nB, nA, nH, nW)

twidth, theight = self.net_width/self.stride, self.net_height/self.stride
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nAnchors = nA*nH*nW
nPixels = nH*nW
nGT = 0
nRecall = 0
nRecall75 = 0

# it works faster on CPU than on GPU.
anchors = anchors.to("cpu")

for b in range(nB):
cur_pred_boxes = pred_boxes[b*nAnchors:(b+1)*nAnchors].t()
cur_ious = torch.zeros(nAnchors)
tbox = target[b].view(-1,5).to("cpu")
for t in range(50):

1).t()
x1y1x2y2=False))

ignore_ix = cur_ious>self.ignore_thresh
conf_mask[b][ignore_ix.view(nA,nH,nW)] = 0

for t in range(50):

if tbox[t][1] == 0:
break

nGT += 1
gx, gy = tbox[t][1] * nW, tbox[t][2] * nH
gw, gh = tbox[t][3] * twidth, tbox[t][4] * theight
gw, gh = gw.float(), gh.float()
gi, gj = int(gx), int(gy)

tmp_gt_boxes = torch.FloatTensor([0, 0, gw, gh]).repeat(nA,1).t()
anchor_boxes = torch.cat((torch.zeros(nA, anchor_step), anchors),1).t()
_, best_n = torch.max(multi_bbox_ious(tmp_gt_boxes, anchor_boxes, x1y1x2y2=

False), 0)
gt_box = torch.FloatTensor([gx, gy, gw, gh])
pred_box = pred_boxes[b*nAnchors+best_n*nPixels+gj*nW+gi]
iou = bbox_iou(gt_box, pred_box, x1y1x2y2=False)

coord_mask[b][best_n][gj][gi] = 1
cls_mask [b][best_n][gj][gi] = 1
conf_mask [b][best_n][gj][gi] = 1

tcoord [0][b][best_n][gj][gi] = gx - gi
tcoord [1][b][best_n][gj][gi] = gy - gj
tcoord [2][b][best_n][gj][gi] = math.log(gw/anchors[best_n][0]) 
tcoord [3][b][best_n][gj][gi] = math.log(gh/anchors[best_n][1]) 
tcls [b][best_n][gj][gi] = tbox[t][0]
tconf [b][best_n][gj][gi] = iou if self.rescore else 1.
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if iou > 0.5:
nRecall += 1
if iou > 0.75:

nRecall75 += 1

return nGT, nRecall, nRecall75, coord_mask, conf_mask, cls_mask, tcoord, tconf, tcls

def forward(self, output, target):

contiguous().view(-1,cls_anchor_dim) # x, y, w, h

#output : BxAs*(4+1+num_classes)*H*W
mask_tuple = self.get_mask_boxes(output)
t0 = time.time()
nB = output.data.size(0) # batch size
nA = mask_tuple[’n’].item() # num_anchors
nC = self.num_classes
nH = output.data.size(2)
nW = output.data.size(3)
anchor_step = mask_tuple[’a’].size(0)//nA
anchors = mask_tuple[’a’].view(nA, anchor_step).to(self.device)
cls_anchor_dim = nB*nA*nH*nW

output = output.view(nB, nA, (5+nC), nH, nW)
cls_grid = torch.linspace(5,5+nC-1,nC).long().to(self.device)
ix = torch.LongTensor(range(0,5)).to(self.device)
pred_boxes = torch.FloatTensor(4, 
cls_anchor_dim).to(self.device)

coord = output.index_select(2, ix[0:4]).view(nB*nA, -1, 
nH*nW).transpose(0,1). coord[0:2] = coord[0:2].sigmoid() 
# x, y conf = output.index_select(2, ix[4]).view(nB, nA, nH, 
nW).sigmoid()
cls = output.index_select(2, cls_grid)
cls = cls.view(nB*nA, nC, 
nH*nW).transpose(1,2).contiguous().view(cls_anchor_

dim, nC)

to(self.device)
cls_anchor_dim).to(self.device)

pred_boxes[0] = coord[0] + grid_x
pred_boxes[1] = coord[1] + grid_y
pred_boxes[2] = coord[2].exp() * anchor_w
pred_boxes[3] = coord[3].exp() * anchor_h
# for build_targets. it works faster on CPU than on GPU
pred_boxes = convert2cpu(pred_boxes.transpose(0,1).contiguous().view(-1,4)).

detach()

t2 = time.time()
nGT, nRecall, nRecall75, coord_mask, conf_mask, cls_mask, tcoord, tconf, tcls = \

self.build_targets(pred_boxes, target.detach(), anchors.detach(), nA, nH, nW)

cls_mask = (cls_mask == 1)
tcls = tcls[cls_mask].long().view(-1)
cls_mask = cls_mask.view(-1, 1).repeat(1,nC).to(self.device)
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cls = cls[cls_mask].view(-1, nC)

nProposals = int((conf > 0.25).sum())

tcoord = tcoord.view(4, cls_anchor_dim).to(self.device)
tconf, tcls = tconf.to(self.device), tcls.to(self.device)
coord_mask, conf_mask = coord_mask.view(cls_anchor_dim).to(self.device)

mask.to(self.device)

2

> 0 else 0

t3 = time.time()
loss_coord = nn.MSELoss(size_average=False)(coord*coord_mask, 
tcoord*coord_mask)/loss_conf = nn.MSELoss(size_average=False)
(conf*conf_mask, tconf*conf_mask) loss_cls = 
nn.CrossEntropyLoss(size_average=False)(cls, tcls) if cls.size(0) loss 
= loss_coord + loss_conf + loss_cls

t4 = time.time()
if False:

print(’-’*30)
print(’ activation : %f’ % (t1 - t0))
print(’ create pred_boxes : %f’ % (t2 - t1))
print(’ build targets : %f’ % (t3 - t2))
print(’ create loss : %f’ % (t4 - t3))
print(’ total : %f’ % (t4 - t0))

print(’%d: Layer(%03d) nGT %3d, nRC %3d, nRC75 %3d, nPP %3d, loss: box %6.3f, conf %6.3f, class %6.3f, total %7.3f’
loss_coord, loss_conf, loss_cls, loss))% (self.seen, self.nth_layer, nGT, nRecall, nRecall75, nProposals, 

if math.isnan(loss.item()):
print(conf, tconf)
sys.exit(0)

return loss
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